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ABSTRACT
In this work the emphasis is on using simple models for the 
control of high-order processes. In Chapter II this approach is 
followed to tune continuous PI and PID control algorithms. It was 
found that PID controller settings determined by applying optimal 
control theory to a second-order model of a heat exchanger gave 
nearly optimal heat exchanger load change response. Using the 
optimal settings for a first-order lag plus dead time model, on 
the other hand, gave poor heat exchanger responses since no attempt 
was made to allow for modeling error. Modification of the PID 
algorithm resulted in an algorithm which gave nearly optimal set­
point change response using the optimal load change parameters.
In Chapter III the tuning of discrete controllers by using 
first-order plus dead time models was investigated. In addition 
to PI and PID controllers, attention was given to a deadbeat and 
a predictor algorithm. Error in modeling the dynamics of a zero- 
order hold in the discrete control system necessitated altering the 
PI, PID, and predictor algorithm settings to achieve good control 
performance. The zero-order hold dynamics were not approximated 
with the deadbeat algorithm so that the deadbeat settings required 
no adjustment.
xv
In Chapter IV the extended Kalman filter was applied to the 
identification and control of first- and second-order discrete 
processes. The Kalman filter models were utilized in a deadbeat 
control algorithm which gave excellent setpoint responses. The 
filter was also able to reject noise which corrupted the measure­
ment signal and still maintain good control performance.
In Chapter V the Kalman filter was used for identifying first- 
and second-order models of a heat exchanger. These models were 
used in a discrete control algorithm which attempts to achieve a 
setpoint response like the step response of a first-order process.
One disadvantage of the Kalman filter, however, is that several 
parameters must be specified to tune the filter and no easy method is 
available to select these parameters to give optimum filter per­
formance. The resulting control system proved able to adapt to 
changing process conditions and still maintain excellent control 
performance. In this chapter, as well as the entire dissertation, 
the need for careful choice of the process model is demonstrated.
xvi
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The control of industrial processes is often made more difficult 
by the complexity of the process itself. A detailed mathematical 
description of such complicated processes requires using high-order 
or even partial differential equations. The economics of most pro­
cesses, however, does not justify such a detailed and specialized 
control system design. Also, the implementation of complex control 
schemes is limited by the inflexibility of control hardware for ana­
log control systems and by the availability of computation time in 
digital control systems.
These problems and restrictions have led to attempts to develop 
generalized and easily implemented control strategies for high-order 
processes based on the behavior of mathematically simple process 
models. This dissertation considers the development and application 
of such control schemes for both continuous and discrete control 
systems.
Chapter II deals with IAE and ITAE integral criteria tuning of 
continuous feedback controllers. Tuning methods based on the behavior 
of simple models were applied to tuning a heat exchanger temperature 
control system for setpoint and load changes. One method uses the
1
optimal PI and PID settings for a first-order lag plus dead time 
model of the heat exchanger. Another method utilizes a second- 
order model and the matrix Riccati equation of optimal control 
theory to determine the optimal load change settings for a PID con­
troller. A modified PID algorithm which nearly eliminates the 
dynamic differences between setpoint and load change responses is 
also applied to control of the heat exchanger temperature. In 
each case results of the tuning method are compared with the actual 
optimum responses as determined with an accurate simulation of the 
heat exchanger.
Integral criteria tuning methods based on first-order lag 
plus dead time models are applied in Chapter III to the tuning of 
discrete controllers. The first-order lag plus dead time model 
method for continuous control systems is modified for use with 
sampled-data PI and PID controllers. In addition to PI and PID 
controllers a minimal or deadbeat control algorithm is evaluated. 
Also, a predictor algorithm is applied to heat exchanger temperature 
control. This latter algorithm eliminates the effects of trans­
portation lags in the process and control hardware. Once again, 
an accurate simulation of the heat exchanger and control system 
provides a means for gauging the performance of each tuning method.
The control methods of Chapters II and III are based on simple 
models determined off-line from the process. Chapter IV, on the 
other hand, deals with discrete on-line identification of first- 
and second-order processes using the extended Kalman filter. The
3on-line identification provides a first- or second-order model 
which is automatically adjusted to fit changing process conditions.
The Kalman filter is also able to identify unmeasured process dis­
turbances and to eliminate noise which corrupts the measurement of 
process variables.
The extended Kalman filter is applied in Chapter V to determining 
first- and second-order models of a heat exchanger and identifying 
unmeasured disturbances. The model is used to continually update a 
discrete feedback control algorithm. The algorithm used is designed 
to give a closed-loop setpoint change response like the open-loop 
step response of a first-order process.
Thus, this dissertation examines the development and application 
of control systems, based on simple models, to high-order processes. 
Both continuous control systems and discrete control schemes are 
considered.
CHAPTER II
TUNING OF CONTINUOUS CONTROLLERS FOR HIGH ORDER SYSTEMS 
Introduction
A problem of utmost importance in applying feedback control to 
industrial processes is the tuning of the controller. Improper con­
troller tuning can result in expensive amounts of off-specification 
product. It is for this reason that controller tuning has received 
considerable attention in the past.
However, the tuning techniques presently practiced are ulti­
mately based on the behavior of first- and second-order systems. 
Direct application of such methods to high-order systems could re­
sult in unsatisfactory control. The purpose of this study was to 
evaluate the relative merits of tuning techniques when applied to 
a typical high-order system.
Heat Exchanger with Temperature Control
A typical and most important high-order system is the oil- 
condensing steam heat exchanger illustrated in Figure 2.1a. Oil 
flowing through the heat exchanger tubes is heated by the steam 
condensing on the shell side. The temperatures of the oil and 
tube wall vary with both time and position. The steam temperature, 
on the other hand, is the same at any point in the exchanger and, 
therefore, depends only on time. Such a process, with two inde­
pendent variables, is termed a distributed-parameter system and, 
in general, is described by partial differential equations.
steam, T ’ s
TRC V
Y  condensate
Figure 2.1-a. Schematic Diagram of Oil-Condensing Steam Heat 
Exchanger
setpoint +
TRC T=f(P) Process
Figure 2.1-b. Block Diagram of Heat Exchanger with Feedback 
Temperature Controller.
Control of the outlet oil temperature can be accomplished with 
a feedback controller as indicated in Figure 2.1a and the block 
diagram of Figure 2.1b. The outlet oil temperature is continuously 
measured and fed back to the controller which adjusts the steam 
pressure until the outlet oil temperature is at its setpoint value.
By far the most common types of feedback controllers used in 
the chemical process industry are the standard PI and PID control­
lers. The operation of the PID, or proportional-integral-derivative, 
controller can be described by the control algorithm:
p = Kc [e +  i- £  .dt + Td +  pm  (2 .1)
where: p = controller output
p = manual mode output m
e = controller error-setpoint-measurement 
Kc = proportional gain 
T^ = integral time 
T^ = derivative time 
The PI, or proportional-integral, control algorithm is obtained 
by simply deleting the derivative term from the PID algorithm.
Thus, the tuning problem is to select and T^ for the PI c o n ­
troller or K , T., and T, for the PID controller so that thec* l* d
closed-loop response of the outlet oil temperature is optimized in 
some way.
It is important to note that using the standard PID algorithm
there is a basic difference between the dynamics of the setpoint
7and the load change responses. Examination .of Figure 2,1b and 
Equation 2.1 indicates that the moment a setpoint change occurs, 
there is an immediate change in the error and therefore, due to 
the proportional and derivative modes, the controller output. 
However, when a load change occurs, the upset is dampened and 
delayed by the process. For this reason, the problem of optimal 
controller tuning is twofold— tuning for setpoint changes and 
tuning for load changes.
Controller Tuning
Perhaps the most well known tuning techniques are the Ziegler- 
Nichols, Cohen-Coon, and 3C methods (1). All of these attempt to 
achieve a decay ratio of 1/4 for .the closed-loop temperature re­
sponse, where the decay ratio is defined as the ratio of the over­
shoot on the second peak to the overshoot on the first peak. In 
general, however, there may be an infinite number of combinations 
of controller tuning parameters which will give a decay ratio 
equal to 1/4. The limitations of 1/4-decay methods have led 
to the development of more consistent tuning criteria--the integral 
criteria (2).
With integral tuning methods the problem is to determine the 
tuning parameters that minimize the cost functions:
(2.2)
CO
(2.3)
o
8o
(2.4)
As opposed to the 1/4-decay criterion, the integral criteria 
yield a unique set of tuning parameters. The ISE criterion was 
not considered in this study since it often results in an oscil­
latory response generally not desirable for "good" process control. 
Tuning Using an Accurate Simulation
For the temperature controlled heat exchanger the set of 
tuning parameters that minimize the integral criteria can be de­
termined using an accurate dynamic model of the heat exchanger 
and controller. For a chosen upset, either setpoint or load, an 
initial best estimate is made of the tuning parameters. Next, 
the time response of the outlet fluid temperature is calculated, 
and the value of the chosen integral criterion is evaluated. The 
procedure is repeated in a systematic way until the set of param­
eters which minimizes the integral is found.
The behavior of the heat exchanger is described by energy 
balances for the oil and the tube wall (3). Assuming plug flow 
of oil in the tube and neglecting conduction in the axial direc­
tion:
(2.5)
(2.6)
where: T = oil temperature
T = wall temperature w
Tg = steam temperature 
v = oil velocity
D^, Dq = inside and outside tube diameters
h., h = inside and outside heat transfer coefficients 
i o
A ., A = inside and outside tube areas available to heat 
i’ o
transfer
V V -, = oil and wall volumes oil’ wall
P0^ >  PWall = an<  ^ w a^
C , C = oil and wall heat capacities 
poil "oil
K2 U  = Po i l
rOll
K 212 = h iD iTT/AoCpwallPwall
K322 = . pwallrwall
Since the steam is saturated, the steam temperature is related to 
the steam pressure by the Clausius-Clapeyron Equation:
w r = K<r-l> <2-7)
so so s
where: pg = steam pressure
pso= steam pressure at reference state 
Tg = steam temperature
Tgo= steam temperature at reference state 
R = ideal gas law constant 
\ « latent heat of vaporization
The solution of these equations can be approximated by
dividing the tube side fluid and tube wall into sections along
its length as in Figure 2.2. Assuming equal temperature at any 
point in a given section, let:
T - Tas. = -i Jbi (2 8)
ax l { J
where: T. ^ = oil temperature in section j-1
Tj = oil temperature in section j 
L = length of a section 
With this modification, the energy balances for any section, 
become:
dT. v
“ Tj-1> + K 211 (Twj ' V  <2“9)
dT .
i f  - K322 <Ts - V  ‘ K212 <T«j - TJ> (2-10>
Using ten sections for the oil and ten sections for the tube 
wall, the twenty ordinary differential equations and feedback con­
troller equation were solved numerically to yield the closed-loop 
time response. A fourth-order Runge-Kutta integration routine was
coupled with a Pattern search program (4) to determine the set of
tuning parameters which minimized a chosen integral criterion. 
Values for the physical constants were taken from an example heat 
exchanger calculation by Kern (5) and are included in Appendix A 
with the digital computer program for the heat exchanger.
shell
tube
wall 'j+1
tube
oil
Figure 2.2. Schematic Diagram of Heat Exchanger with Tube Wall and Tube Fluid Divided into 
Thermally Well-Mixed Sections.
Obviously, this procedure is too complex and time consuming 
to be practical for controller tuning. Nevertheless, its accurate 
results provide a basis for evaluating the tuning techniques which 
follow.
First-Order Plus Dead Time Approximation
The simplest tuning technique which utilizes the integral 
criteria is based on a first-order plus dead time approximation to 
the process reaction curve. The process reaction curve is the open 
loop response of the heat exchanger outlet temperature or control­
led variable to a step change in the steam pressure or manipulated 
variable. The first-order plus dead time model is of the form:
= s T . —  (2 i n
P (s) ts+1 
s '
so that there are three parameters K, t , and 9 which must be 
determined.
Determination of the model parameters is easily accomplished 
by the graphical technique illustrated in Figure 2.3 (1). The 
process gain is then the steady-state change in the outlet tempera­
ture divided by the change in the steam pressure. The process 
dead time is found by constructing a line tangent to the curve 
at the point of maximum slope. The intersection of this tangent 
with the abscissa gives the process dead time directly. The pro­
cess time constant is the time required to achieve 62.3% of the 
final change in the outlet temperature minus the process dead time.
For a first-order dead time process, tuning parameters have 
been determined which satisfy all three integral criteria for both
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Figure 2.3. First-Order Approximation to the Heat Exchanger Process 
Reaction Curve Obtained by Making a 5 psi Change in the 
Steam Pressure.
PI and PID controllers and for both setpoint and load changes (6,1). 
These results have been presented in terras of the process gain, 
process dead time, and time constant.
Optimal Control Tuning Method for Load Changes
Another method is available for tuning for load changes using 
the integral criteria. This method relies on a second-order model 
of the process reaction curve and applies optimal control theory 
for solution of the tuning problem (7).
A second-order model of the process reaction curve is of the
form:
S W  =   (2.12)
?s<s> s2 + 25ui s + OJ2 
s n n
where: u)^  = natural frequency
K  = process gain 
| = damping ratio 
Thus, it is again necessary to determine three parameters. Al­
though there are several techniques for approximating second-order 
systems, one method is superior since it is applicable to under­
damped as well as overdamped processes (8). Using this technique 
it was found that the heat exchanger was indeed an underdamped 
process represented by the parameters § = .75, u)^  = .452, and K = 
.697.
The optimal control method is best illustrated by transforming 
the second-order equation into state variable form by letting:
15
Controller
Figure 2.4a. Block Diagram of Second-Order System and Disturbance, gQ .
v°3
x2(o>
8(0)j
R
Controller
u
X = DX+Eu
Figure 2.4b. Block Diagram of System Transformed to Third Order with 
Disturbance as Initial Condition.
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dT
X2 = dE
(2.13)
The second-order process can then be written as:
X 1 ~ X 2
X„ = Kto2g - 2puj X - uoi2X 
2 n ^ n 2 n 1
(2.14)
with initial conditions:
Xx(0) = 0 
X2(0) = 0
The block diagram of Figure 2.4a shows this second-order model, an 
unspecified type of feedback controller, and a process disturbance,
V
By proper transformation the disturbance can be changed to 
an initial condition. Note that:
g = u + gQ (2.15)
and
g ~ u (2.16)
This last equation can be added to the second-order system to
give:
X.
S
“0J_n
-2Fu) Kto ^ n n
— “ —
X 1
0
X2
0
•
u
S 1
 (2.17)
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or:
X = D X + e u 
a third-order process with initial conditions:
Xx(0) 0
x2(0) 0
g(0) g0
(2.18)
as illustrated in Figure 2.4b.
From optimal control theory, it is known that the optimal 
controller for a linear system such as this is a linear function 
of the states, that is:
u = + K2X 2 + K3g
However, from the system equations:
(2.19)
X2 “ ' “nX l " 2 5 % X2 + Kl“n8
(2.20)
Rearranging:
X. X, 2 §X,
2 a. g = — ^ “  +
K id
K Km
(2.21)
n n
Substituting into the control equation and integrating:
u = G 1X 1 + G2 J t X 1dt + G3X l (2.22)
o
2|K3
where:
G1 = K 2 + Km
n
Thus, for load upsets, the optimal feedback controller for the 
original second-order system is a PID controller.
The constants in this control law are determined by solution 
of the matrix Riccati equation which minimizes a cost of the form
J *= J f [XT a  X + HT R «]dt (2.23)
t
o
where Q. and R are weighting matrixes. For the problem at hand £  
and R are chosen so that:
J = J £ (X2 +  ru2)dt (2.24)
e0
This cost is the sum of the ISE integral and a penalty for rapid 
changes in the control. Such a penalty is quite desirable, es­
pecially when the controlling medium is low in cost.
The optimal closed-loop control is:
u = K X = KXX X + K2X 2 + K 3X 3 (2.25)
where:
and:
with
K = - eTP/r (2.26)
P = - P D - DTP + P e eT P/r - &  (2.27)
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P(tf) = 0 (2.28)
Solution of these equations for a chosen value of r gives the 
optimum tuning parameters for the PID controller.
Figure 2.5 shows the time response of the heat exchanger out­
let temperature for different values of r. By observing the re­
sponse for various values of r, the user can choose the set of 
parameters which best suits the requirements of the process. While 
this requires some experimentation with the process, it is neces­
sary to allow for the differences between the simple second-order 
model and the actual high-order heat exchanger.
Modification for Setpoint Changes
It must be remembered that the optimal control settings were 
developed specifically for load changes. As mentioned earlier, 
the dynamic behavior of the standard PID algorithm is different 
for load and setpoint changes. Thus the optimal control settings 
result in a somewhat less than optimal response for setpoint changes 
if the standard PID algorithm is used.
A  possible solution to this problem would be to use a con­
troller algorithm which minimizes this dynamic difference between 
setpoint and load changes. It was stated in connection with 
Equation 2,18 that the optimal control for a linear system is a
linear function of the states. It was shown with Equation 2,21
that for load changes this results in a PID controller based only 
on the process output and not the error as with the usual algorithm. 
To handle setpoint changes in a practical manner, however, the inte­
gral mode must be based on the error signal. Therefore, a modified
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Figure 2.5a. Closed-Loop Outlet Temperature Response to a Load 
Change for Different Values of r.
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Figure 2.5b. Controller Output Response to a Load Change for 
Different Values of r.
PID algorithm is:
By basing the proportional and derivative modes on the process 
output, the initial rapid reaction of the standard PID algorithm 
is eliminated. As a result, the optimal tuning parameters for load 
changes and for setpoint changes should be nearly the same for a 
chosen cost criterion. Of course, the response to load changes is 
the same for either the standard or modified PID algorithm. 
Comparison of Tuning Results
In order to assess the relative merits of the tuning techniques 
previously discussed, each method was applied to the tuning of the 
heat exchanger control system. The results of the accurate simula­
tion serve as a basis for determining how closely a tuning method 
actually comes to minimizing the chosen integral criterion. Tables 
2.1 and 2.2 list the computational results for load change and set­
point change tuning respectively. Included for each model tested 
are the optimal parameters and corresponding cost of the integral 
criterion.
The minimum IAE and ITAE responses to a change in the inlet 
temperature of oil to the heat exchanger are given in Figure 2.6. 
This plot indicates that use of the ITAE criterion results in 
larger deviations from the setpoint than with the IAE criterion.
The ITAE penalizes heavily for deviations late in time but at the 
expense of initially large overshoot.
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TABLE 2.1
RESULTS OF INTEGRAL TUNING FOR LOAD CHANGES
Model Criterion Controller Setting Cost
<1) Exact IAE PI Kc
s= 114 1.68
T - 1.13
(2) 1st Order IAE PI Kc
= 9.39 86.5
T. = 1.73
X
(3) Exact ITAE PI Kc
= 225 48.7
T. _ 1.63
X
(4) 1st Order ITAE PI Kc
= 8.06 21100
T i
= 1.65
(5) Exact IAE PID Kc
- 202 .028
T, _ .029
l
Td
.621
(6) 1st Order IAE PID Kc
= 12.1 51.7
T. — 1.11l
Td
= .222
(7) Exact ITAE PID Kc
= 97.3 1.39
T
i
- .015
_ .158
d
TABLE 2.1 CONTINUED 
Model Criterion Controller Setting
(8) 1st Order ITAE PID K = 1 2 . 0c
T ± = 1.18 
Td = .231
(9) Optimal ITAE PID Kc = 286
Control
T± = 1.17 
Td = .207
Cost
6220
39.6
25
TABLE 2.2
RESULTS OF INTEGRAL TUNING FOR SETPOINT CHANGES 
Model Criterion Controller Setting
(1) Exact IAE PI Kc
= 40.6
T 1 = 27.2
(2) 1st Order IAE PI Kc = 5.69
Ti = 4.21
(3) Exact ITAE PI Kc = 40.6
T. = 25,2
i
(A) 1st Order ITAE PI Kc = 4.89
T i = 4.08
(5) Exact IAE PID Kc = 16.7
L
= 81.1
= .240
(6) 1st Order IAE PID Kc = 8.28
T i = 5.69
Td = .246
<7) Exact ITAE PID Kc = 171
Ti
= 81.6
Td = .240
(8) 1st Order ITAE PID Kc
= 7.16
T i = 5.29
Td = .212
Cost
148
344
2220
16400
86.1
269
456
10200
26
TABLE 2.2 CONTINUED 
Model Criterion Controller
(9) Optimal Control ITAE PID
(10) Optimal Control ITAE Modified
PID
(11) Exact ITAE Modified
PID
Setting
K  » 286 c
Ti = 1*17
Td = .207
K = 286 c
Ti = X‘17
Td = .207
K = 130 
c
T = 1.05 
I
T, = .167
Cost
2350
938
743
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Figure 2.6, Optimal PI Responses to Load Change with IAE and ITAE
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Figures 2.7, 2.8, 2.11, and 2.12 show that tuning for load 
changes using the first-order lag plus dead time approximation 
results in relatively poor responses compared to the optimal re­
sponses. For a load change, as in Figures 2.7 and 2.8, the response 
is nearly unstable and still quite sluggish. At the same time, 
the minimum IAE and ITAE responses for the same upsets are straight 
lines in comparison.
The optimal control method tuning parameters, on the other 
hand, yield a very good response to load changes. The heat ex­
changer outlet temperature response to a load change using optimal 
control parameters is plotted in Figure 2.12. Clearly, the dif­
ference between the optimal control and optimal ITAE responses is 
very small.
For setpoint changes Figures 2.9, 2.10, and 2.13 show that 
once again first-order plus dead time tuning yields comparatively 
poor response. The optimal IAE and ITAE responses, however, rise 
rapidly to the new setpoint and line out with no noticeable oscil­
lation.
Figure 2.13 indicates that use of the optimal control method 
tuning parameters with the standard PID algorithm gives a large 
initial overshoot which is quite different from the optimal ITAE 
response. However, if the optimal control parameters are used with 
the modified PID algorithm the setpoint response is quite close 
to the optimal ITAE response for this algorithm as shown by Figure 
2.14. Nevertheless, entries (7) and (11) of Table 2.2 indicate 
that the ITAE cost is higher for the modified PID algorithm than
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for the standard algorithm. This is due to the slower initial 
response of the modified algorithra--precisely what was intended.
Based on these results it was concluded that the best of the 
methods studied for tuning such high-order systems as a heat ex­
changer is the optimal control method. Also the modified PID 
algorithm gave a better response, i.e. a lower cost, for setpoint 
changes than simply using the optimal control parameters with the 
standard PID algorithm.
Summary
This chapter has dealt with the use of simple models such as 
first-order lag plus dead time and second-order to tune the feed­
back temperature controller on a high-order process such as a 
heat exchanger. Comparison with the results of an accurate heat 
exchanger simulation showed that for load changes a second-order 
model combined with optimal control theory yielded the best results. 
By using a modified PID algorithm with proportional and derivative 
modes based on the process output instead of the error, the optimal 
control parameters gave a nearly optimal setpoint response.
In Chapter III this same approach of tuning high-order systems 
using simple models will be followed again. However, instead of 
considering continuous controllers as in this chapter, attention 
will be devoted to the tuning of digital or sampled-data controllers.
NOMENCLATURE
LAE Integral absolute error
ITAE Integral time absolute error
gQ Load
K Model gain
K Controller gain
c
Ps Steam pressure
r Optimal control weighting factor
T Heat exchanger outlet temperature
T, Controller derivative time
□
T^ Controller integral time
T Heat exchanger inlet temperature
Tg Steam temperature
T^ Tube wall temperature
u Manipulated variable
$ Dead time
5 Damping ratio
t Time constant
Natural frequency
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CHAPTER III 
TUNING OF SAMPLED-DATA CONTROLLERS 
FOR HIGH-ORDER SYSTEMS
Introduction
It is only in the past few years that the digital computer has 
been used for direct control of industrial processes. The fact that 
direct digital control is becoming widespread is due to its ability 
to provide better process control than conventional analog control­
lers. The flexibility of digital programming allows the practical 
Implementation of such advanced control methods as feed-forward 
control, non-interacting control, and model-referenced adaptive 
control.
Nevertheless, for the majority of control loops in a plant, the 
tendency has been to simply use a digital PI or PID controller. 
However, the sampling process inherent in digital control can 
significantly affect the dynamics of the control loop. As a result, 
techniques for tuning continuous controllers cannot be applied un­
modified to digital controllers. The difference between continuous 
and sampled-data controllers also raises a question about the basic 
effectiveness of the digital PI and PID algorithms compared to other 
digital algorithms which might be formulated.
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As with continuous controller tuning, digital controller tuning 
methods are based on the behavior of simple models. This chapter 
deals with the application of such methods to the tuning of a heat 
exchanger outlet temperature controller--a typical high-order system. 
Attention is given not only to digital PI and PID algorithms but 
also to other digital algorithms based on simple process models. 
Sampled-Data Temperature Control of a Heat Exchanger
Once again, the process being considered is the oil-condensing 
steam heat exchanger discussed in Chapter II. The outlet tempera­
ture is controlled, as before, by adjusting a valve in the steam 
line as shown in Figure 2.1a. However, in this case, a sampled - 
data feedback controller is used as shown in Figure 3.1. Very 
significant parts of the control system are the controller output 
sampler and the zero-order hold which convert the discrete con­
troller output to a piece-wise constant signal providing a contin­
uous signal for the control valve.
As mentioned, the digital equivalent of the analog PI or PID 
algorithm is often used for feedback control. The digital algorithm 
is obtained by approximating the integral and derivative modes of 
the analog algorithm using numerical techniques. A simple trape­
zoidal integration is used for the integral mode and a finite dif­
ference for the derivative mode to give:
where:
m^ = manipulated variable at the n*"*1 sampling instant 
= manual mode output
fch
= error signal at the n sampling instant
T = sampling time 
Obviously, as the sampling time approaches zero, the digital algo­
rithm approaches the continuous PID algorithm in its behavior. It 
has been shown that sampling causes a deterioration in the control 
performance and that the digital PID algorithm at its very best 
performs as a continuous PID controller (1).
Digital PI and PID Controller Tuning
One method of tuning digital PI and PID controllers is using 
an accurate simulation of the heat exchanger and the feedback con­
troller. Just as with continuous controllers in Chapter II, the 
procedure Is to numerically solve the system equations to obtain 
the time response to a setpoint or load change. Using an optimi­
zation routine the controller parameters are varied to determine 
the set of parameters which minimize a chosen integral criterion-- 
in this study either IAE or ITAE. For a worst case analysis, the 
upsets are introduced into the process at a point in time which is 
one dead time before a sampling instant. While not a practical way 
to tune controllers in a plant, these accurate results provide a 
basis for comparing the results of other tuning methods which 
follow.
A more practical method is an extension of the technique of 
Chapter II which used a first-order lag plus dead time model of 
the process reaction curve to tune continuous controllers. The 
method is easily extended to sampled-data controllers by recog­
nizing that the sampler and the zero-order hold are, in
many cases, equivalent to a pure dead time of one-half the sampling
interval (2). Thus, the controller parameters are calculated using 
the process gain and time constant of the process reaction curve 
model and an equivalent dead time:
0e = 6 +  T/2 (3.2)
where:
0^ = equivalent dead time 
0 = process dead time
In a strict sense this is an approximation which improves as
t / T  increases. For systems where t  and T are the same order of 
magnitude, it is qualitatively reasoned that using the equivalent 
dead time:
9 = 8 +  T (3.3)
would result in better control (3).
Deadbeat Algorithm for Setpoint Changes
Since the conventional PI and PID control deteriorates when 
converted to digital control and since the flexibility of digital 
programming allows practical implementation of non-standard algorithms 
for digital control systems, attention has been given to developing 
new algorithms. One such algorithm, the deadbeat algorithm for
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setpoint changes, is based on the now familiar first-order lag plus 
dead time model (4).
Referring to Figure 3.1, the process output response to set­
point changes can be written in Z-transform notation as:
Ctrt D < O G hGp( Q
R(z) 1 + D(z)GhGp(z) M<  ^ ^
For controller design this is rearranged to give:
D(2) - P<i) (3-5)
By inserting the appropriate expression for G^G (z) and specifying 
the desired response to a setpoint change, M(z), the required digital 
control can be determined.
With a first-order lag plus dead time process and a zero-order
hold:
G, G (z) = Z 
h p
-Ts „ -Os'!
1-e . Ke i
------  — rr“ (3.6)s ts+1
For the case where 0 is less than T:
Kr2(l-e"(T'0)/Ti - (e'T/T-e'(T"6)/TnGhG (.) - H - I L S --------  >  U  (3.7)
* z(z-e )
The design criteria for the deadbeat algorithm are that the 
output reach the new setpoint in a minimum number of sampling periods 
and that the system have no error at the sampling points. With these 
requirements:
R ( z ) = “ ; (3.8a)
C(2)
Load
C(s)E(s)
Controller Zero-Order Hold Process
D(z)
Figure 3.1. Schematic Diagram of Sampled-Data Feedback Control System.
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(3.8b)
M(z) = z -1 (3.8c)
Substitution of Equation 3.7 and 3.8c into Equation 3.5 gives 
the deadbeat digital controller. Simplifying and taking the inverse 
Z-transform gives the discrete algorithm:
Digital Predictor Algorithm
Still another algorithm utilizes the approximation that a 
zero-order hold can be treated as a pure dead time equal to one- 
half the sampling time. The process output at a future time is 
analytically predicted based on the response of a first-order lag 
plus dead time model (5). The algorithm includes a proportional 
mode and, to quickly eliminate the effect of unmeasured disturbances, 
a numerical integral mode.
The process is represented by a first-order lag plus dead time 
model of the process reaction curve. In this case, however, a term 
is added to account for unmeasured disturbances so that:
(3.9)
where:
c(s) = Ms) +  d ( s ) T K e ~63
TS +  1
(3.10)
where:
d = unmeasured disturbance 
The control law for this algorithm is a proportional action,based 
on the difference between the actual process output and the analy­
tically predicted output at a time 0 + T/2 in the future, plus a 
calculated disturbance term to account for unmeasured disturbances, 
i.e. :
n = an integer
In this way the effects of the transportation lags associated with 
the process and the sample and hold are eliminated.
The predicted process output is determined by integrating the 
model equation and evaluating the result over two separate intervals. 
As illustrated in Figure 3.2 for the case where 0 is less than T, 
the output at 0 depends on the control action, and the calcu­
lated disturbance, d , so that:
nT+0+T/2^ " dnT (3.11)
where:
u „ = control action at time nT
nT
d m = calculated disturbance at time nT 
ni
K£ = controller gain
R = calibrated controller setpoint
XnT+0+T/2
= analytically predicted process output at time
nT+e+T/2
o
Process
Output
Control
Calculated
Disturbance
+ T/2
-1
-2
-2T 0
Figure 3.2. Process Output, Control Action, and Calculated Distur­
bance of Digital Predictor Algorithm.
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X Q = K( 1-C') (u_1+dQ) + C'Xo (3.12)
where:
x0 = process output at a time 0 in the future 
x q «= process output at time equal zero 
C' = e_0/T
The process output at 0 +  T/2 depends on the control action, u q, 
and again the calculated disturbance, d^, giving:
V i / 2  = K <1-A '>(V do> + A 'X S <3-l3>
where:
A ' = e ‘T/2T
Eliminating x. from these equations yields the predicted process 
0
output:
X 6+T/2 = K (l'A')(uo+d0) + A'KCl-C'Ku.j+d^ + A'C'Xq (3.14)
Combining Equations 3.11 and 3.14 and solving for the control action 
gives the digital predictor algorithm:
UnT = C1SP " C2XnT " C3(unT-l+dnT') " dnT (3.15)
where:
C1 = (KcKH4)/K[l+KcK(l-A')] 
c, =ka'c7[i+kk(i-a')]
fc C C
C3 = KcKA'(l-CO/[H-KcK(l-A');i
SP = setpoint
Note that a setpoint calibration has been included to force the 
closed-loop gain from process setpoint to process output to equal 
one.
The disturbance is calculated using the numerical integral 
mode given by:
dnT = dnT-l + Kr(XnT~Xn P T (3.16)
where:
X = analytically predicted output at time nT 
nl
K = reset gain 
r °
The calculated output at the sampling point is found from the ana­
lytical solution of the model equation for the preceeding sampling 
interval. This output is:
X q = KCl-B'/C'Xu.j+d.j) +  (GB// C /)(l.-C')(ll_2+d-l) (3.17)
where:
Obviously, with perfect modeling, this integral mode is active only 
when the process is upset by an unmeasured disturbance and not when 
setpoint changes are made.
The values of and are calculated by considering the 
closed-loop response of a first-order process being controlled by 
the predictor algorithm. Requiring a minimal or deadbeat response
i
for both setpoint and load changes results in:
Kc K(l-A) (3.18)
Experience in applying the algorithm to processes which are not 
first-order has indicated that the value of is too large and that 
using .1K^ results in a better response for both setpoint and load 
changes.
Comparison of Tuning Results
In order to compare the effectiveness of the tuning methods 
considered in this chapter, each technique was applied to tuning 
the heat exchanger control system using a sampling time of two 
seconds. The results of the accurate simulation serve as a basis 
for determining how closely the PI and PID tuning methods come to 
minimizing a chosen integral criteria. These results also provide 
a means of comparing the effectiveness of the deadbeat, predictor,
PI, and PID algorithms. Tables 3.1 and 3.2 list the results for 
each tuning method for load and setpoint change tuning, respectively. 
Included for each model are the controller settings and the integral 
cost.
Figures 3.3 through 3.6 illustrate the load and setpoint change 
responses of the heat exchanger with a digital PI controller. In­
cluded are the results of optimal tuning and first-order lag plus 
dead time tuning using and equivalent dead time. These figures show 
that using:
TABLE 3.1
RESULTS OF INTEGRAL TUNING FOR LOAD CHANGES
Model Criterion Controller Setting
(1) Exact IAE PI Kc 3.87
T. = 7.17
l
(2) lst-order IAE PI K = 3.57
(0 = 9+T/2) L
fc: T. = 3.47
X
(3) lst-order IAE PI K £= 2.21
(0 = 0+T)
c
6 T. & 4.89l
(4) Exact ITAE PI Kc
= 2.27
T. — 4.91
X
(5) lst-order ITAE PI K = 3.09
(0 = 0+T/2)
T
i
3.21
(6) lst-order ITAE PI KQ = 1.92
(0 = 0+T)
G T. 4.46
X
(7) Exact IAE PID Kc
= 6.79
T. 1.87
X
T
d
= 1.95
(8) lst-order IAE PID K = 4.90
(0 = 0+T/2)
c
G
Ti
= 2.31
Td - .678
Cost
226
332
244
25500
57200
25700
63.0
269
Model
TABLE 3.1 CONTINUED 
Criterion Controller Setting Cost
(9) lst-order IAE PID Kc
= 3.13
T i
= 3.32
Td
= 1.18
(10) Exact ITAE PID K C = 6.65
T i
= 2.33
Td = 1.91
(11) lst-order ITAE PID Kc
= 4.75
T. = 2.43i
Td = .612
(12) lst-order ITAE PID Kc
= 3.00
T. = 3.48X
T d
= .993
(13) lst-order ITAE Deadbeat
(14) Exact ITAE Deadbeat
(15) lst-order ITAE Predictor • 3Kr
145
5040
54100
14200
18200
16400
22800
54
TABLE 3.2
RESULTS OF INTEGRAL TUNING FOR SETPOINT CHANGES
Model Criterion Controller Setting
(1) Exact IAE PI K = 1.87c
T. = 6.12
L
(2) lst-order IAE PI K = 2.44
(6 = 0+T/2)
c
T. = 4.59
l
(3) lst-order IAE PI K = 1.61
(0e = 0+T) c
T. = 5.03
l
(4) Exact ITAE PI K c
= 1.12
Ti
= 4.09
(5) lst-order ITAE PI K = 1.99
(0 = e+T/2)
c
6
T. = 4.25
l
(6) lst-order ITAE PI K = 1.28
(0^ = 0+T)
c
€
T. = 4.43
i
(7) Exact IAE PID Kc
= 9.16
Ti
= 26.1
Td = 1.09
(8) lst-order IAE PID K = 3.53
= 0+T/2) c
T. = 5.95l
Td
= .604
Cost
629
750
638
26000
40800
26100
453
662
TABLE 3.2 CONTINUED
Model Criterion Controller Setting Cost
(9) lst-order IAE PID K - 2.31 599
(0 = 0+T)
c
C
T i
= 6.24
Td
= .941
(10) Exact ITAE PID Kc
= 2.09 18000
T i
= 7.06
Td
= 1.09
(11) lst-order ITAE PID K = 3.10 35700
(0 = 0+T/2)
c
6 T. = 5.55l
Td
= .527
(12) lst-order ITAE PID Kp
= 2.04 26000
(0 = 0+T
I-
6 T. = 5.83
i
Td
= .827
(13) lst-order ITAE Deadbeat 36000
(14) lst-order ITAE Predictor .3Kr 25000
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Figure 3.3. Closed-Loop PI Responses to Load Changes with Optimal IAE and First-Order Plus Dead
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e = e + t/2e
results in poor response while using:
6 = 0 + Te
gives nearly optimal responses.
The system responses using a digital PID controller are shown 
in Figures 3.7 through 3.10. Obviously, the first-order lag plus 
dead time tuning results in relatively poor response for both set- 
point and load changes. This is confirmed by the integral cost 
values of Tables 3.1 and 3.2.
Comparing the PI and PID costs in these tables and examining 
the response plots shows than the PID algorithm has the potential 
for much better control that the PI algorithm. However, using the 
first-order lag plus dead time tuning methods, little, if any, 
improvement in control is achieved with the PID algorithm.
In Chapter II it was pointed out that a continuous PID con­
troller which has been optimally tuned for load changes responds 
with substantial oscillations to setpoint changes. As would be 
expected, this is also true for discrete PI and PID controllers.
The setpoint change responses using a PI algorithm tuned for load 
changes with optimal ITAE parameters and first-order plus dead time 
settings, 0e = 0 + T, are shown in Figure 3.11. The corresponding 
PID responses are presented in Figure 3.12. It should be noted 
that the first-order plus dead time load change settings give better 
results for setpoint changes than the optimal load change parameters.
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When a PI or PID controller tuned for setpoint changes is 
subjected to a load change, the resulting response is sluggish as 
shown in Figure 3.13. Once again, the first-order plus dead time 
tuning yield a better response than the optimal setpoint change 
parameters.
As discussed in Chapter II, the differences between load and 
setpoint tuning are nearly eliminated by using a modified PID al­
gorithm with proportional and derivative modes based directly on 
the measured variable instead of the error signal. Clearly, the 
same approach would be worthwhile for discrete PID controllers. 
Evaluation of Controller Algorithms
The deadbeat and predictor algorithms were applied to the con­
trol of the heat exchanger to measure their effectiveness compared 
to the more conventional digital PI and PID algorithms. Tables 3.1 
and 3,2 give the settings and integral cost for each algorithm.
Examination of Figures 3.14 and 3.15 shows that the deadbeat 
algorithm results in a poorer response than the optimally tuned PID 
algorithm for both setpoint and load changes. The cost for the dead­
beat responses is less than the PI cost for load changes and greater 
than the PI cost for setpoint changes. However, Figure 3.16 shows 
the response of an optimally tuned deadbeat algorithm for load 
changes, and items (13) and (14) of Table 3.1 indicate that the 
deadbeat tuning using a first-order lag plus dead time model is 
quite close to the optimal load change tuning for this algorithm.
For setpoint changes as well as for load changes, the optimally
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tuned deadbeat algorithm must be as good as or better than the PI 
algorithm. This is reasoned by noting that setting B equal to zero 
in Equation 3.9 yields an algorithm which is equivalent in form to 
the digital PI algorithm. If the deadbeat algorithm is optimally 
tuned, the addition of another term can only improve upon the PI 
response.
The predictor algorithm response is compared with PI and PID 
responses in Figures 3.17 and 3.18. It was found that using the 
calculated value of did indeed result in an oscillatory response 
while using . lKr gave a very sluggish response. By varying this 
integral action, it was easily determined that -3Kr gave the most 
satisfactory response. While this response was slightly better 
than the PI response, it fell far short of the PID in performance. 
Summary
This chapter has involved the tuning of digital PI and PID 
algorithms using a first-order lag plus dead time model of a heat 
exchanger. Using an equivalent dead time of one sampling period for 
the zero-order hold, the first-order tuning method gave controller 
settings resulting in nearly optimal PI responses. When applied 
to PID controller tuning, the first-order method gave relatively 
poor results compared to the optimal PID response.
The evaluation of the deadbeat and predictor algorithms showed 
that for the heat exchanger their performance, in general, is slightly 
better than a digital PI controller.. However, the digital PID con­
troller performance was far better than the other algorithms if 
properly tuned.
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While the previous two chapters have used simple process models, 
derived off-line from the process, for control, Chapter IV deals with 
on-line identification of model parameters and estimation of the 
process state. This is accomplished by applying the extended 
Kalman filter to systems with known dynamics.
NOMENCLATURE
C(z) Process output Z-transform
D(z) Controller transfer function
d Unmeasured disturbance
G^(z) Zero-order hold transfer function
G (z) Process model transfer function
P
IAE Integral absolute error
ITAE Integral time absolute error
K Model gain
K c Controller gain
Reset gain
th
mn Manipulated variable at the n sampling instant
R(z) Setpoint Z-transform
T Sampling period
u Manipulated variable
Process output at time, t.
0 Process dead time
0 Equivalent dead time6
T Process model time constant
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CHAPTER IV
ON-LINE MODEL IDENTIFICATION AND 
CONTROL USING THE KALMAN FILTER
Introduction
The advent of direct digital control of industrial processes 
has been to a great extent due to the flexibility of digital pro­
gramming. This flexibility has made profitable the implementation 
of such advanced control schemes as feedforward control, non- 
interacting control, and model-referenced adaptive control. These 
and other advanced control methods are dependent on rather accurate 
process models.
The previous chapters have demonstrated how simple process 
models, determined off-line, can be applied to controller tuning. 
However, for the process which exhibits significant nonlinear be­
havior, it is necessary to adjust the parameters of the simple 
model as the process operation changes. For effective control these 
parameter changes must be identified on-line and incorporated into 
the digital control strategy. As important as parameter identifi­
cation is the identification of unmeasured disturbances which up­
set the process operation.
Ideally, the identification of model parameters and unmeasured 
disturbances would be accomplished by measuring only the controlled
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variable. One method which holds promise is the extended Kalman 
filter. The Kalman filter, which in the past has been used for 
rejecting noise from process measurements, is applied in this 
chapter to problems of parameters and disturbance identification 
and state estimation of first- and second-order processes.
Kalman Filtering for Stochastic Processes
The Kalman filter has in the past been applied to problems 
of state estimation of stochastic processes (1). For example, 
in industrial processes important measurements of process variables 
are usually corrupted by random noise. Such noise makes filtering 
necessary to smooth the high frequency fluctuations due to the 
noise. However, improper filtering can dampen valid variations 
due to process changes. The Kalman filter takes into account the 
statistical properties of both input and measurement noise to give 
an optimal estimate of the true value of a process variable.
It is instructive to consider the linear stochastic process 
represented in state variable form by:
where:
wK _l = input noise 
V,, = measurement n 
X = process state 
u = control 
Z s= measurement
5* -  E S r .!  + a  2k .!  + I  V l (4.1)
with measurements:
(4.2)
This process is illustrated in Figure 4.1 which includes a block 
for the Kalman filter which determines x(t), the optimal state 
estimate. If the input and measurement noise are Gaussian and 
zero mean, it can be shown that the Kalman filter provides an 
estimate such that:
E< [X-X| T [X-X) ) = minimum (4-3)
and:
E(£) = E(X) (4.4)
where: E = expected value
Figure 4.1 shows the computational scheme for this discrete,
linear Kalman filter.
Note that for optimal filter performance it is necessary to
supply values for the covariance of the input and measurement
noise and to specify an initial covariance matrix, for
the state variables and an initial state estimate, With
th
this notation the subscript i/j means the value at the i samp-
tilling instant given information through the j sampling point.
It is also important to realize that the filter includes a model 
of the process. By using the model the filter produces estimates 
of not only noisy process variables but also variables which can­
not be measured practically.
The Kalman filter has been extended to solve the problem of 
state estimation of nonlinear processes (2), The restrictions
-K -K
Process
K-l
K/K-l
Kalman Filter
Delay
Delay
Model
^ K ,QK ,P0/-1
Figure 4.1. Block Diagram of Discrete Process and Discrete Kalman 
Filter.
and results of the extended Kalman filter are identical to those 
of the linear filter and differ only slightly in the calculations 
involved.
Consider the nonlinear system represented by the discrete 
equations:
^K+l = fK % C *  UK^ + ~K 
with obs erva t ions:
Zj, = H ^ )  + VK (4.6)
The extended Kalman filter equations are then:
Prediction
^K/K-l = fK-l (-K-l/K-l)> V l >  4^,?^
^K/K-l = %  ^ K / K - P
^K/K-l = -K-l ^K-l/K-1 — K-l + ^K-l 
Correction
^C/K = ^K/K-l + " -K/K-1-* (4.10)
P.C/K = (I - « , & >  ^ /k .i (4.11)
The estimator gain, W , is determined from the set of equations 
linearized about the present estimate of the state. This gives:
*k - V i  ^  ( W k-1^  + V  <A-l2>
Once again, P ^  ^ and x ^   ^must be specified as the initial 
values for the recursive equations.
Parameter and Disturbance Identification
The Kalman filter has also been applied to the problem of 
parameter identification (2). Additional state variables are de­
fined for the parameters which are unknown or subject to changes. 
These added variables are incorporated into the process model to 
give a system of nonlinear equations. Using the extended Kalman 
filter then gives estimates of not only the process states but 
also the model parameters.
However, this method requires a differential equation which 
describes the dynamics of the parameter changes. In certain very 
specific instances the time derivatives of the parameters can be 
written in terms of process state variables only. This should be 
done if at all possible, but usually there is no choice but to 
specify a zero time derivative for parameters to be identified.
In the majority of industrial processes the primary duty of 
the control system is to compensate for load changes. Such dis­
turbances, measured or unmeasured, must be included in the Kalman 
filter model. Otherwise, the Kalman filter, sensing a change in 
the process output due to a load change, would wrongly attribute 
the upset to process parameter changes. Thus, still another 
state variable must be included in the Kalman filter to account 
for unmeasured disturbances.
Kalman Filtering of First-Order Processes
As an example of digital implementation of the Kalman filter 
for state estimation and parameter and disturbance identification, 
consider the first-order process:
T dt + C = K(u+d) (4.13)
where:
C = process output 
u = control
d — unmeasured disturbance 
K  = gain
T = time constant 
A noisy measurement of the output, C, is available and, of course, 
the control action is known. Thus, the problem is to use the Kalman 
filter to estimate the true process output, the unmeasured distur­
bance, and the two unknown process parameters.
The Kalman filter model is obtained by deriving the equation 
giving the process output at the discrete sampling instants. Taking 
the Laplace transform:
C(s)__________ K_
u(s) + d(s) ~ TS+1
The Z-transform can then be written as:
(4.14)
= z
• -5fi] <4-15>u(Z) +  d(Z)
Taking the indicated transform, simplifying, and inverting to the 
time domain gives the process output at the sampling points as:
Ci+1 = V i  +  a2<ui +  di> <4-16)
The next step is to define state variables to simplify 
notation:
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X<1) = C±
X(2) = a L
(4.17)
X(3) = a2 
X(4) = dj.
In the absence of any information the derivatives of the distur­
bance and parameters are specified as zero. In discrete form this 
gives the set of nonlinear difference equations:
X i+l(1) = + X i<3)(ui +  X.<4))
x1+l<2) = X.(2)
X i+1<3> = X.(3)
X 1+1<4) = X.(4)
(4.18)
The measurement matrix for this case is: 
H = ( 1 0 0 0 ) (4.19)
dince only x,(l) is measured. The elements of the Jacobian matrix
are given by:
, . t e a )
1 )±
(4.20)
so that:
X ±(2) X . d ) nL + X t(4) X i(3)
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
(4.21)
It is necessary to specify values for the measurement and input 
noise covariances. Also needed are estimates of the initial state 
and initial state covariances.
The model determined by the Kalman filter can be easily in­
corporated into a feedback control strategy. By specifying that 
the output be at the setpoint at the next sampling point, the re­
quired control action is determined by rearranging the model equa­
tion to give the control law:
where:
R *= setpoint 
Kalman Filtering of Second-Order Processes
The Kalman filter can readily be applied to estimation and 
identification of a second-order process. In this case the con­
tinuous process is:
where:
C = output 
u = control
d = unmeasured disturbance 
K  - gain 
ut)n = natural frequency 
£ = damping ratio 
Using Z=transforms yields an equation which gives the process out­
put at the sampling instants:
u± = (R - X i(2)Xi(l))/Xi(3) - X^(4) (4.22)
+ C = K(u+d) (4.23)
n
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C i+X = aici + a2Ci-l + a3^ui +  + a4 (ui-l +  di-l^ (4 -24)
where:
a^, a = model parameters
Thus the Kalman filter must estimate the true process output, the 
unmeasured disturbance, and four unknown model parameters. Again, 
the control action is known and a measurement of the process out­
put is available.
Once again, state variables are defined to simplify the  ^
notation. Let:
X(l) = C.
X(2) = a x
X(3) = a2
(A.25)
X(4) = a3 
X(5) = a4 
X(6) = d±
The discrete Kalman filter equations are now formulated by speci­
fying zero derivatives for the parameters and the disturbance. In­
corporating the state variable notation gives:
X i+1<l) = X.(2)X.(1) +  X.(3)Xi_1(l) +  X i(4)(u. + X.(6))
+ X i(5)(u._1 +  X i_1(6))
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?i =
x1+i<2> - X,(2)
zi+i/3) = X t(3)
X i+i(4) = X.(4)
(4.26)
X i+i<5) = X t(5)
X1+l(6) = X.(6)
The measurement matrix is given by:
h  * & 0 0 0 0 oj (4.27)
the Jacobian matrix is:
r*~
X. (2) X.(l) Xi_i(D u.4X. (6)l i u._i+Xi_i(6) X t(4)
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
(4.28)
The measurement, input noise, and initial state covariances as 
well as the initial state estimate must be specified.
Using the Kalman filter model, a feedback control law is 
derived in the same manner as with the first-order model. For 
the second-order model this yields the discrete control algorithm:
Uj, = (R - X i(2)X.(l) - X i(3)Xi l(l) - X i(5)(ui_1 +  X ^ ^ S ) ) /  
X t(4) - X t(6) (4.29)
First-Order Filter Performance
In order to evaluate the performance of the Kalman filter, 
the first-order process was operated under various conditions 
using a number of values for the filter parameters. The corre­
sponding digital computer program is presented in Appendix B. By 
trial-and-error, values for the input noise matrix, Q^, and the 
Initial state covariance matrix, were found which, in general,
gave the best performance.
The process and filter responses are shown in Figures 4.2a-d 
for the case of a noise-free, first-order process with actual pro­
cess parameters, a^ and equal to 0.8 and 0.4 respectively. In 
order to identify the parameters and disturbance initially, it is 
necessary to excite the process by changing the manipulated variable. 
This was accomplished by making setpoint changes from R = 0 to 
R  = 10 then to R = - 10 with the Kalman filter model used for feed­
back control. Clearly the Kalman filter responds quickly and ac­
curately to identify the model parameters and the disturbance. 
Subsequent identification of the disturbance change at forty seconds 
is quite rapid as shown in Figure 4.2c.
Addition of measurement noise to the first-order process out­
put presents a more formidable problem for the Kalman filter. Ad­
justment of the measurement noise variance, R^, in the Kalman filter 
is used to obtain a smoothed estimate of the process output. An 
increase in R^ dampens the output estimate, decreasing its fluctua­
tions.
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Figure 4.2d. Manipulated Variable Using Kalman Filter Model for Feedback Control.
Process and filter responses with measurement noise are shown 
in Figures 4.3a-d. The actual variance of the measurement noise 
is .25 as is the value of supplied the Kalman filter. While 
this is the value of that the theory indicates as best, note 
that it does not produce a smoothed estimate, this causes the rapid 
fluctuations in the manipulated variable. Increasing R to 100
tC
gives a much smoother output estimate and control action as shown 
in Figures 4.4a and 4.4d. However, Figures 4.4b and c show that 
accurate identification of the model parameters and the distur­
bance takes much longer.
Thus, it is necessary to balance the smoothness of the esti­
mate and manipulated avriable against speed of identification.
Using R^ equal to 20 as a compromise gives the responses of Figures 
4.5a-d.
Second-Order Filter Performance
The second-order Kalman filter was applied to a second-order 
process in order to evaluate the filter performance. The digital 
computer program and values of the input noise covariances and 
initial state covariances are presented in Appendix B. The actual 
values of a^, a^, a^, and a^ were chosen as 0.6, 0.3, 0.2, and 0.1 
respectively.
For the case of a noise-free, second-order process, the pro­
cess and filter responses are shown in Figures 4.6a-d. After three 
setpoint changes, the Kalman filter had identified the process 
reasonably well. The subsequent load change is rapidly identified
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correctly, but at the same time the parameter estimates continue 
to change.as shown in Figures 4.6b and c. Experience has shown 
that while X(2) and X(3), the esimates of and a^, will change, 
their sum is always quite close to 0.9--the sum of a^ and a^. 
Apparently when and Ci+  ^are close in value, the Kalman filter 
is unable to distinguish their true individual values as long as 
their sum is close to 0.9. This behavior compared to the first- 
order filter performance reflects the fact that, as the number of 
parameters to be estimated increases, the filter performance de­
teriorates. Where practical, measurement of an additional process 
variable would improve the performance.
It is interesting to note the tremendous improvement in the 
control performance by comparing the setpoint responses of Figure 
4.6a for the first setpoint change from R = 0 to R = 10 at time 
zero and the change from R = 10 to R = - 10 at forty seconds. For 
the latter change, the process reacts quite rapidly with no notice­
able overshoot. The response after the load change at sixty seconds 
shows little deviation from the setpoint.
With the addition of measurement noise, as with the first- 
order filter, the performance deteriorates. Figures 4.7a-d show 
the responses with little filtering action--R^ equal to 0.25. As 
expected, the responses is quite noisy with substantial high- 
frequency fluctuations. Using equal to 20 smooths the process 
considerably but results in rather poor estimates of the distur­
bance and slow identification of the process parameters as shown
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in Figures 4.8a-d. As a compromise, equal to 1.0 was selected 
giving the responses shown in Figures 4.9a-d.
Summary
This chapter has considered the feasibility of using the 
Kalman filter for estimation and identification of first- and 
second-order processes. For first-order processes it was found 
that while noise-free processes can be accurately and rapidly 
identified, the Kalman filter performance deteriorates when 
measurement noise is present. With proper selection of the 
filtering action it is possible to balance smoothness of the 
response against the speed of identification. For second-order 
processes, it was shown that model identification is generally 
not as accurate as with first-order processes. This reflects 
the fact that, as the number of parameters to be estimated in­
creases, the accuracy of the estimates decreases. Measurement of 
additional process variables should improve performance. When 
measurement noise is present in the second-order process, it is 
again necessary to balance smoothness of response against speed 
and accuracy of the filter response. Generally, for second- 
order processes less filtering action can be tolerated than with 
a first-order process.
In the following chapter the first- and second-order Kalman 
filters will be applied to estimation and identification of a 
high-order process. The low-order model is then used for control 
of a heat exchanger.
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NOMENCLATURE
Model output
Unmeasured disturbance
Kalman filter measurement matrix
Model gain
State covariance matrix
Input noise covariance matrix
Controller setpoint
Measurement noise covariance matrix
Manipulated variable 
Measurement noise vector
Kalman filter gain matrix
Input noise vector
Process state vector
Filter state estimate
Process measurement vector
Filter measurement estimate
Process Jacobian matrix
Process model time constant
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CHAPTER V
SIMPLE MODEL IDENTIFICATION AND CONTROL OF HIGH-ORDER 
PROCESSES USING THE KALMAN FILTER
Introduction
The previous chapter showed how the Kalman filter can be applied 
to the estimation, identification, and control of first- and second- 
order processes. While a high-order filter could be formulated for 
a high-order process, such an approach is impractical for at least 
two reasons. First, a high-order Kalman filter would greatly in­
crease the computation time which in digital control computers is 
at a premium. Also, a high-order filter would entail identification 
of many parameters and states. The number of process variables 
which would have to be measured to achieve acceptable performance 
clearly makes such a high-order digital filter impractical for the 
majority of industrial processes.
The use of a low-order Kalman filter for control of a high- 
order process, however, avoids these problems. The filter would 
adjust its low-order model parameters to maintain a close represen­
tation of the process as the level of operation chages. This chapter 
deals with the application of the Kalman filter for identification 
of first- and second-order models of a heat exchanger. The model is 
also used for feedback control of this typical high-order process.
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First-Order Model Identification
Using the Kalman filter for identifying a first-order model 
of a heat exchanger is a straightforward application of the tech­
niques of the previous chapter. The block diagram of Figure 5.1 
illustrates the heat exchanger control loop with a measurement of 
the fluid outlet temperature being sent to a digital control computer. 
The digital computer calculates the control action via the Kalman 
filter and an appropriate model-based control algorithm and sends 
a control signal to the process.
The Kalman filter equations for the heat exchanger are identical 
to the first-order equations of Chapter IV. However, it is necessary 
to transform the measurement and manipulated variables to represent 
deviations from an initial steady-state. This is done by defining 
the new variables:
where:
p^ = steam pressure at it 1^ sampling instant 
pQ = initial steady-state steam pressure 
T^ = heat exchanger outlet temperature 
Tq = initial steady-state outlet temperature 
= control action deviation 
c^ = output deviation 
As before, the equation giving the process output at the sampling 
instants is:
E(z) C(s)
Controller Zero-Order Hold Heat Exchanger
Computer Process
D(z) H(s) G(s)
Kalman
Filter
Figure 5.1. Block Diagram of Heat Exchanger with Discrete Feedback Controller and Kalman Filter 
Identification.
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Ci+1 " a l°i + a2<ui+d i> <5*2>
In state space notation the Kalman filter model equations become: 
X i+1(l) = X i(2)Xi(l) +  X i(3) UjL + X i<4)
Xi+1<2) - Xt(2)
(5.3)
X i+1(3) = X i(3)
X i+1(4) = X i(4)
The problem is again to use the Kalman filter to calculate estimates 
of the heat exchanger outlet temperature, first-order model param­
eters and unmeasured disturbance using only a measurement of the 
process output.
In order to gauge the ability of the Kalman filter to estimate 
the outlet temperature and identify the model parameters and distur­
bance, the process was subjected to a series of setpoint changes. 
During these upsets, the heat exchanger outlet temperature was con­
trolled using a discrete PI controller which was optimally tuned 
using the ITAE setpoint settings of Table 3.2. A listing of the dig­
ital computer simulation program for the heat exchanger and the 
Kalman filter is presented in Appendix C along with the filter con­
stants.
For a series of setpoint changes the process and filter responses 
with a noise-free measurement are shown in Figures 5.2a-c. It is 
clear that the filter provides an excellent estimate of the actual 
heat exchanger outlet temperature. The estimates of the model pa­
rameter quickly establish a consistent pattern with rapid changes to
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Figure 5.2a. PI Controlled Setpoint Change Responses of Heat Exchanger Outlet Temperature and 
Kalman Filter First-Order Model Estimate, X(l).
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a new level as the setpoint is changed and the heat exchanger is 
brought to a new operating level. The disturbance estimate also 
approaches a constant value after only two setpoint changes.
Substantial variations are noticed in the parameter and dis­
turbance estimates immediately after a setpoint change. These 
deviations are due to modeling error resulting from using a first- 
order model to describe the the high-order heat exchanger. The 
first-order model output would respond immediately to any changes in 
control action or load. The heat exchanger response to control and 
load changes, however, is delayed by process dead time. Thus, when 
a change is made in the control action, the Kalman filter must ad­
just its parameter or disturbance estimates to account for the fact 
that the process output is not yet changing.
Second-Order Model Identification
The identification procedure for a second-order model of the 
heat exchanger using the Kalman filter is identical to the technique 
of Chapter IV. Transforming the measurement and manipulated varia­
bles to represent deviations from the initial steady-state, the 
second-order equations can be applied in the form:
X1+1<2) - xt(2)
X1+l(3) XjO)
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Xi+i(5) = Xt(5)
X i+1(6) = X i(6)
The ability of the Kalman filter to identify a second-order 
model of the heat exchanger was examined by making a series of set­
point changes. Again, an optimally tuned PI controller was used 
for feedback control of the heat exchanger outlet temperature. The 
process and filter responses of Figures 5.3a-c show that again the 
Kalman filter quickly identifies the model parameters and disturbance. 
Also, the absence of any large changes in the parameter and distur­
bance estimates indicates that, as would be expected, the second- 
order model represents the heat exchanger much better than a first- 
order model.
Model Feedback Control
While the Kalman filter is able to correctly identify a first- 
or second-order model of the heat exchanger, the model must be in­
corporated into a feedback control strategy to be of any practical 
value. One model-based discrete control algorithm is designed to 
give a closed-loop setpoint change algorithm is designed to give a 
closed-loop setpoint change response like the open-loop step re­
sponse of a continuous first-order process (1).
The response of a continuous first-order process to a step change 
in the input is:
G(s> * ^  s  (5-5)
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Figure 5.3a. PI Controlled Setpoint Change Responses of Heat Exchanger Outlet Temperature and 
Kalman Filter Second-Order Model Estimate, X(l).
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Figure 5,3c. Kalman Filter Second-Order Model Disturbance Estimate, X(6).
where:
\ = time constant of the response 
In Z-transform notation:
m(2) „ i = ii-s. >»
-XT, ^ -1
(5.6)R(z) 1 -XT -1 
1-e z
Referring to Figure 5.1 indicates that:
D < z > -  r S f f e -  • i E f e -  < 5 - 7 >
is the control action which will give the desired response. Sub­
stituting for M(z) gives:
... -XT, -1 i
„ W  = . _ _  (5.8)
The algorithm is tuned by adjusting X until the desired setpoint
change response is obtained.
First-Order Model Control
A  disturbance-free, first-order model of the heat exchanger 
combined with a zero-order sample and hold gives the discrete 
equation:
Ci+1 = alC i +  a2ui (5,9>
In Z-transform notation this becomes:
a2
HG(z) = (5.10)
Z a l
Substitution into Equation 5.8 and inversion into the time domain 
gives the feedback control algorithm:
140
1 "XT
ui = <_j:! 7 ~ )(v aiei - i > + u±-i <5 *n >
where:
e^ = error signal at sampling instant
The Kalman filter is used to initially identify and continually 
update the model parameters. These updated parameters are incor­
porated into the control algorithm at each sampling instant giving 
an adaptive controller.
The heat exchanger and filter responses to a series of 10°F set­
point changes are presented in Figures 5.4a-c. The figures show 
that the control performance for setpoint increases is excellent 
while the response for setpoint decreases exhibits considerable 
overshoot. This overshoot is explained by noting the simultaneous 
variations in the disturbance estimate which was not included in the 
control algorithm.
The effect of the disturbance can be easily included in the 
control strategy to give:
l ~ X T
"i = -> < w t . p  + v r < di-di-P <5-12>
With this controller the heat exchanger was again subjected to a 
series of setpoint changes giving the responses of Figures 5.5a-c. 
While the decreasing setpoint change response has improved, the in­
creasing setpoint change response has deteriorated.
The ability of the controller to handle load changes was examined 
by introducing step changes in the inlet temperature of the heat
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Figure 5.4a. Kalman Filter First-Order, Disturbance-Free Model Controlled Setpoint Change.
Responses of Heat Exchanger Outlet Temperature and Filter Estimate, X(l).
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exchanger tube side fluid. As shown in Figures 5.6a-c, three set­
point changes were first made to allow the Kalman filter to identify 
the process. These were followed by a 10°F increase in inlet tempera­
ture and then a 5°F decrease. The load change responses are somewhat 
sluggish, but it should be recalled that the controller was tuned for 
setpoint changes.
To demonstrate the ability of the controller to adapt to changing 
levels of process operation, a series of 10°F setpoint increases was 
made. The responses of Figures 5.7a-c show that the setpoint change 
response of the controller remains quite good over the entire range 
of operation. However, if the model parameters describing the pro­
cess at 150°F are used in the control algorithm for the entire test, 
the result is the response of Figure 5.8. Clearly, as the test 
proceeds, the response gets substantially more sluggish. Thus, 
compared to a non-adaptive controller, the Kalman filter control 
scheme does furnish improved control performance.
Second-Order Model Control
In order to use a second-order model for control, the discrete 
model of the process and zero-order hold is written as:
Ci+1 ' al°i + a2Ci-l + bl<ul+di> + b2<Ui-l+di-l> (5'13)
In Z-transform notation:
b.z"1 + b„Z“2
HG(z) = — -----     (5.14)
(1-a^ -a2Z
Using the controller design technique of Equation 5.8:
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The time domain equivalent is:
u
i [d-e_XT) < > - (b2-b2)(u
>]
(5.16)
2 V i-2 i-2 /b. - d.X X
The response of the heat exchanger and Kalman filter to setpoint 
changes as presented in Figures 5.9a-c shows that the controller 
provides excellent setpoint change response. Comparison with Figure 
5.5a illustrates that the second-order control scheme gives a much 
better response than the first-order control system.
The load change response for this controller is shown in Figures 
5.10a-c. As with the first-order controller, the load change re­
sponse is somewhat sluggish since the system was tuned for setpoint 
changes.
This chapter has dealt withthe application of the Kalman filter 
to identification and control of a heat exchanger using first- and 
second-order models. It was shown that a model-based adaptive con­
troller gave significantly better control performance than a similar, 
but non-adaptive, controller. Also, the second-order model control 
scheme, as would be expected gave better control performance than a 
first-order control system.
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Figure 5.9a. Kalman Filter Second-Order Model Controlled Setpoint Change Responses of Heat 
Exchanger Outlet Temperature and Filter Estimate, X(l).
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Figure 5.9b. Kalman Filter Second-Order Model Parameter Estimates, X(2), X(3), X(4), and X(5).
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Figure 5.9c. Kalman Filter Second-Order Model Disturbance Estimate, X(6).
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Figure 5.10c. Kalman Filter Second-Order Model Disturbance Estimate, X(6) .
NOMENCLATURE
Process output deviation
D(z) Controller transfer function
Unmeasured disturbance
HG(z) Zero-order hold and process transfer function
P^ Steam pressure
p^ Initial steady-state steam pressure
T Sampling period
T^ Heat exchanger outlet temperature
Initial steady-state outlet temperature 
u Manipulated variable deviation
X. Kalman filter model state
— l
Time constant of setpoint response
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION
In this work the emphasis has been on using simple models for 
the control of high-order processes. In Chapter II this approach 
was followed to tune continuous PI and PID controllers.
Using the optimal settings for a first-order lag plus dead 
time process to tune a heat exchanger controller was not very suc­
cessful. It was found that PID controller settings determined by 
applying optimal control theory to a second-order model of a heat 
exchanger gave nearly optimal load change response. The signifi­
cant difference between the two methods is that with the former 
there was no attempt to alter the settings to account for modeling 
error while with the latter method the three PID controller param­
eters were related to one additional parameter which was then varied 
until the observed heat exchanger response was nearly optimal.
Since modeling error is inevitable when approximating high-order 
processes, adjusting the settings based on observed process response 
seems essential.
Also, in Chapter II the behavior of a modified PID algorithm was 
examined. The proportional and derivative modes of this algorithm 
are based on the controlled variable instead of the usual error 
signal. As a result, the optimal load change settings are nearly
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optimal for setpoint changes made with this algorithm. Since the 
primary duty of most process controllers is to compensate for load 
changes, the algorithm is a significant development for such control 
loops.
In Chapter III the tuning of discrete controllers was investi­
gated. A first-order lag plus dead time model was used to tune 
discrete PI and PID controllers, a predictor algorithm, and a dead­
beat algorithm. Extending the first-order lag plus dead time method 
for continuous control was unsuccessful until the settings were 
adjusted to account for modeling error. Likewise, the predictor 
algorithm required tuning of one parameter to achieve good control 
performance. Both these algorithms use the assumption that a zero- 
order hold is equivalent to a dead time equal to one-half the sampling 
period. The deadbeat algorithm did not utilize this assumption and, 
as a result, more closely represented the heat exchanger behavior. 
Nevertheless, it was shown that a PID algorithm if optimally tuned, 
gives the best performance of any of the algorithms studied. Thus, 
if process testing is to be minimized, every effort must be made to 
chose the proper model of the process.
In Chapter IV the extended Kalman filter was successfully ap­
plied to the identification of discrete, first- and second-order 
processes with unmeasured disturbances. It was also demonstrated 
that the filter is able to reject undesirable noise which corrupts 
measurement signals. However, to use the Kalman filter with a second- 
order model, for example, requires specifying at least 19 parameters. 
While the filter performance is rather insensitive to most of these,
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the six input noise covariances must be chosen with care. Experience 
teaches the qualitative effect of these covariances, but still no 
easy way is available to select these parameters for optimum filter 
response. Even so, excellent setpoint' change response was achieved 
in this study using a deadbeat controller with model parameters con­
tinually updated by the filter.
The extended Kalman filter was used in Chapter V to identify 
discrete first- and second-order models of a heat exchanger. The 
models were then incorporated into a feedback controller which was 
disigned to give a setpoint response like the step response of a 
first-order process. This adaptive control scheme proved to be able 
to fit changing process conditions and maintain excellent control 
performance. It was shown, however, that a second-order model, 
as would be expected, resulted in better setpoint response than a 
first-order model. Even though the filter updates the model as 
process conditions change, it is still important to use as accurate 
a model as feasible.
Thus, this work has demonstrated several techniques for using 
simple models for the control of high-order processes. The ideal 
result would be control technique based on a simple model which fits 
a wide variety of process equipment. Therefore, the successful 
techniques presented here should be applied to other systems before 
any final evaluation is made. The same is true for the Kalman filter 
which, at this point, seems promising and definitely deserving of 
further study and development.
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APPENDIX A
HEAT EXCHANGER SIMULATION FOR DETERMINING 
OPTIMAL CONTROLLER SETTINGS
HEAT EXCHANGER DATA
This data was adapted from Process Heat Transfer by Donald 0. 
Kern, p. 203. Using the nomenclature presented in Chapter II:
K011 = h.D. tf/A C .. p -i211 i i o poll Koil
A^ = .594 in2
= .870 in
h = 14.9 Btu/hr-ft2-°F
C .. = .48 Btu/lb-°F 
poll
poii = 7.12 lbs/ft3 (34° API at 70°F)
K2^1 = 0.0661/sec
K01„ = h.D. tt/A C . . P „ n212 1 1  o pwall 'wall
A n  = .71 lbs/ft oHwall
C .. = .12 Btu/lb-°F pwall
K212 = 0 - 0 m / sec
K322 = hoD o ff^ A oCpwall Pwall
h = 1500 Btu/hr-ft2-°F 
o
D = 1.0 in o
K322 = 1-28/sec
L/V^ = Length to velocity ratio = 6.82 sec 
To = Inlet oil temperature = 95°F
Tgo = Initial steady-state steam temperature = 250 °F
T = Initial outlet oil temperature = 150°F 
\ *= Latent heat of vaporization of water = 945.3 Btu/lb
n
n
n
n
n
 
n
n
n
o
n
DIMENS IHN A { su, PC ) / H ( 2G, 20 )t T < ? 0 ) ; P ! 3 ) ; STEP ( 3 )
1,LOGIC! 1)
H E  MAIN PROGRAM PE aDS ME AT EXCHANGER PHYSICAL p ARAMETF'RS A NiD 
CALCULATES t h e  ELEMENTS 9F THE yA To IXES A a n d  B FR9M THE d y n a m i c  
STATE SPACE h e a t  EXCHANGER ECUATI0\'S--XDBT = +t?*u
COv“'ieN N;T;A<E’I I; A<5 1 ?; A K jP B H L  V; Tfl'JST 
C S H S N  T9/TSD,S-TPT.NE
COMMON A;B;MTRV
CD v h &n LSS1C
TO s TUBE SU'f -LuTO INLET TEMPERATURE 
TSO = SHELL SI Of STf AY INITIAL TEMPERATURE 
RLV - FLUID VEL h CITY/ETXCHAn SER LENGTH
BEAD <3# 10r ) 'I
PE AO { b; 1 ON) i < L Y ; :,KP 11 > A K ?, 1 ?., AK3?P 
R E A D (b;1 0 j! TS/TSu 
Ur? T TE ( 6/ 102) M
,:RITE(6; 1UC)PLV/A‘'P1 1 / ANP3 ?, AK322 
UP I TE ( 6; 103 ) TO; ISO 
NT=N+1 
nE=p*n 
00 1 1=1;HE 
DO 1 J = 1 / N E 
1 A ( I ; J ) = 0 • 0 
•j” P I -T‘; N "
DO ? J ; \
J - J H ;  A; 3 
H a < I ; J) =-A<211-( VJ/RLV )
GO TO 2 
3 JF<I-IJ+l) )2;6/P
vo
f, A( 1/J)«V/f?LV
2 c o n t i n u e :
DC 8 IsNT/NE
DC 8 J = 1>N
IF (J- t I-:. ) )8,7,8
7 A ( I> J) = A'<?* ?
8 CONTINUE
03 10 I = 1 / N
OP 10 J-NT / N F
IF(1 -<J - N ) )1ri 9 1 10
? a (i, j ) = a t: c 11
10 CONTINUE
03 I'd I*\T*N£
03 12 J s M / M  
IF(I-J11J;11,1?
11 At 1/ J) = -/-K3f>c -A<23 ?
i s  c o n t i n u e
OP 17 I»1#MF 
DC 17 J=1,-NE 
17 b t I/J J S 0.c 
ti< 1*1)=N/FLV 
DO 10 J«!vT,ME
19
C
c i n i t i a l  v a l u e s  tor  p a t f Rw 
c
NT RY = 1 
NP = 3
I e = 3
NPASS*4 
S TFPtI)=10.
S T E P ( 2 ) = 1C •
S T F P ( 3 ) =1*0
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P( 1) = 171 - 
Plf?)*Sl»6 
P(3)**24'J 
TC'JST - 10. **50 •
L O G I C ( 1) = 1
CALL PATLK;>:(--P, Pi STFP/NPASS, iD/CesT)
.100 F9°MAT<6>:/F7«3i IX/ rft. H, 4 X , F6* *"'6 * 4 J
10£ F*rr.;.,AT(6X/I?)
103 Ff»i;;-'AT(6/zF*f.Q#4XiC-ft.O)
STOP
l NO
SU-3P0UT ILF PLOC C P/ fPST )
C
C THIS SuBPOiJT I Nr CA| r.jLATFS THE INITIAL FLUID AND WALL Tf MP f RATURE 
C PROFILES A NO INITIATES TMF INTEGRATION,
C
u I'-ENS 10'. T (r"J ) / P ( 3 ) / X ( 20 > / XD£»T ( 20 > , RK ( 20/ 4 ) / TEMP ( 30 ) / A { 20/ 20 ) / 
lb ( ^ 0/ 20 ) / LOG IC (1J / M L 6 G  < 3)
CP'-K&N N/T/A X23 1 / A w? 12, AX322/ FLV / D!- H  1 
CCvrfJN TH/TSO/ r X T D T,\E 
CB^MON A / H / M P Y  
L O O I C
SU“ s'JtJ
c
C CALCULATE INITIAL FLUID AMD WALL TE^PERATURFS
C
C FOR TU3E SIDE FLUID
SS * 1 = N * t A PL 12 + c? ? ) / { RL V # AK2.1 1 * A Y. '322 )
T(l)=»TO/( 1. + 1./SS<1 J+TS0/( l*+SS<t)
DO 71 1*2/N
T(I) =TC1-1)/(\- + 1./SSK1)+TSft/(1-+SS<1>
71 CO-JTIMUE 
NT = N1 + 1
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COMMON A,B,\;TRY
\E0 = v UHE f R OF EQUATIONS T9 BE s b l v e d
SSI7E = SI 7F SPECIFICATION FfiR ARRAYS -- M'JST «E GREATER THAN 0R 
P'CUAL T9 Mr'-?
\PTS * NUY m f R 9E POINTS Tn 3E STORED F9R EACH 9F TME STATE V ARI AQ[, 
CT = INTEGRATION STpH SIZE
A,7,LO - / a O^T = EL^YrMTS OF THE MATRIX EQUATION X93T « A*X + 3*U
DI MENS I AN C9E Ef ( A ) , A ( 20# EC ) ,  9 ( 20 ,  ? ’->), X ( NS I ZE ) j *00T (NSIZE ) /RK(NSIZE
TEMP t^-’S I ZF. )t LOGTCI 1 ) , \.TL«G ( CJ ) , H ( 3 ), D'JM < 20 ) > 00 ( 20U0 )
Ir (LOGIC(1)-to.1 )C«ST=lO.**50 
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H = --:E>‘/2
C9EFr(i) = 0 1'+
C 9 E F F (2) = -3*/?0- 
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C9EFR ( 4 ) = 15*/V+.
C 5 E F F ( 5 ) - -15./4a .
C 9 EFF ( 6 ) = 4C */4*+.
107 TIME s 0.0
NTP = n PTS-3 
09 SOE y!T = l/?,T3 
09 97 I - 1/\ E0 
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00 9 7 Ja1,/.iFC 
STPRE=A(I j J)
TE^PtJ)sX(J)
L = 1
Ir ( J-EO. 1 • AM,',. I *F0. J JUaTH-lO*
IF ( J « E 0 • » -AMiJ-T *E0-1 )U»TD
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* fjF C’JST FOi-? A =>AKTTC-JLa R SET OF PARAMETERS/ P. *
* *
c
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n 
n 
o
/
D I MENS I BN P < ? ) / STfP t NP ) , f31 { 3 ) , S2 ( S ) , T ( 3 ) , S (3 ) j DUm,? { 23 ) 
C8MM8N DUM 1,LUM2i DuM3/SUM 4 / fVJ*'b; TC03T
C
C*****NSTE>#*VECTe?<5 Bl/Rg,T,S NEED ONLY BE DIMENSIONED BY A 
FJUL'AL TD THf NUMBER gF PARa^ETFRS; NP,
 STARTING P‘; I NT
NRr}s.\iPAS5 
L = 1 
IC* = 2
i t t e r =o
003 I*l/f-;P 
Hi { I )»P{ I ) 
ti?C I ) =P( I )
T( J )=P( I J 
5 S {I ) = S T E P tI) - 10 *
C ----- INITIAL !>C:UN;;.ARY C^rCK A N D C«ST FVALUAT I8N
CALL BOUNDStPi TOUT)
IF { I HUT • 1. E ■ 0 ) G 0 T 01 ')
!" t IB .LE*0)0f>T56
•■'■’iTEfAi 10C5i 
P I T F f f j IOOO ) (J>P(U)/J=1/NP)
A RETURN
io c a l l  PKeciPiCij'
3000 I-< 15.LE* 1 ) 0 0 T 9 U
"R I T E (6/lGOJ)ITTr^iCl
>• RITE <6j 1000) (Ji<MJ>i JsliNP)
RETURN
TC0ST=C1
c ........ b e g i n n i n g  o f p a t t e r n  s e a r c h  s t r a t e g y
13. 00 09 lNRUs l/NRD
D»1P I=liNw 
IP S(I)=S(I)/ic.
n u m b e r
I"< Ift-LE*i)nfiT8??0 
" P I T E (A *10031
=--^ I TE ( ftj. lOOQ) ( J'S< J) j Jal/NP)
2'J IFAIU*0*G
 PEF?TUR3ATlt'N A30UT T
135 30 I = 1  ^NP 
I O O
21 P(I)=T(I)+G(1 )
IC=IC+1
c a l l  b o u n d s  t-n  t8 l t )
IF { IOUT.BT-OJB'ITDE?
CALL P:*9C(i3,Cc)
L =L+1
I- ( 19.l_T*3)GRTf)2P 
I TF. ( 6 j i 00?) L/C?
I T F { 6 / 1000 1 ( J # F C J ) > J => 1 f NP ) 
2? I F < e i - C 2 ) ? S , 2 3 , ? B
23 IF { IC • J£ • 2 ) SO To 24 
S tI)=-3(I J 
SO TO21 
2<t IFAILS IF/-JL*1 
Pf I )=TC I)
USTQ30 
2b T t I ) = P ( I )
Cl =C2 
30 COYTINJE
IF ( IF A I L « L T • Yp 5 f3'j T 0 3B 
IF( ICK.F_fJ.2Ki9T09Q 
IF ( J C K * £ L ■ 1 K jBT035 
CALL P*3C(T,Ce)
L = L-*-l
I-C 13 -LT*3)Gf»T931
100?)Lj CP
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ITE f 6 / 10001 (J/ T (J ) / Jb 1 / vP ) 
IP(C1-C2) 32,3A,3A 
I C :< = 1
DO 33 I*1/NP 
H I  ( I ) *3211)
P< I ) = 3 2 d >
T U  )=Oc(I )
Ot’ 70 20 
C 1 = C2 
ILU = 0
id 39 i*iiNP 
b e d  ) * T t n
IP (A-35(31 d  )-bp (I ) ).LT.*01 #A'3S(S( I))) 181=151 + 1
C ^ M I N U E
I F ( dJl.E0-!'-D )50Te90
ICIKb 'j
lTTr9=ITTrP+l
I~ ( re .lt-pjohts^c-
'■•wlTEtft / l o o n  I T T F R / C 1 
-- -• I T E { 0 / 10CC1 (J/T(J),J*1/NP) 
ACCELERATION S t e p  
SJ*1*0 
CSAb 11*1/11 
00 Ac 1 = 1/NP
T ( I )*02( I )+SJM»c( l ) ' B l ( n )
P(| )=T(I)
SJ*SJ-*1
c a l l  b e U L D S d ,  I OUT )
I P d O U T . L T d  ) 0 d 0 ‘tA 
Ic (II*EC.11)IC<=1 
C O ’.’T IN.JE 
:>'H7 I = l/M>
61 ( I ) = 5 2 ( I )
■ ooToao
90 D991 I=1*NP
91 T f I ) =h21 I )
90 CONTINUE
D?10J I = i / N °
100 P < I ) =T(  I )
COST = C1
Ir (I?,L£*0)RFTUK\
•aRITE(6*100*)L/C1
WRlTEf lOOO) ( J > P ( J), Jsl*NP)
RETURN
1000 FSRMAT( 10X,5( l7#F.l3*6)/>
1001 FORMAT { / /1 a 1 ■+ M ITERATION N'O • * I b/bX/ 5MC6ST a jEl5.6*3CX,
1 1UHPARA--T.TERS)
1002 F3rKAT(lOX:iMi.y., [A, 4SX5MCHST = >Eli3t6)
1003 FORMAT (/I >:?SHSTEP s TZF P?JR rACK PARAMETER 1
1004 FORMAT ( 1hH:^.AmS ,!E^K AFTFR / I 3# HX, 23MFUNCT I0NjAL EVALUATIONS // 
1 SXbuCRST-/ E 15 • b. > ?'.)?■ s t RUSD T I ■ "AL PARAMETERS )
100b F8 RMAT (1H 1 3F<- I*- I T I AL PARAMETERS 2uT OF BOUNDS >
END
SUBROUTINE ROUNDS (P^leUTl 
DTTJ-iSlON n (3)
I O'JT = 0 
RETURN 
END
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APPENDIX B
KALMAN FILTER IDENTIFICATION AND CONTROL PROGRAM 
FOR SECOND-ORDER PROCESS
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KALMAN FILTER PARAMETER VALUES
o.r
O.l
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
0.5 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
£ 0 0 0 0 0.5
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H-l Ui (f r> CP , - i UJ « « UJ I— ii f - t x J II V t o II 11
X * o V « •y CO _ t  — < L0 > —> • * '1 :.o T—i c
f I t *—( II ii IS C  Q_ UJ u t tH ►H < t— f— H - J  L3 t i t H-1 M
«<— — .V V.' •w- ?>■ V II _ j ii r1" a u 4 11 ii C ‘ _J « tr-
03 u Ll V U nr’ r> *—* < . a Ll 11 <c - J r c «—i —f V 0J t— < *4,
Q X UJ CO a  u r? X o •— H* 1— < i— I— > - X CJ “0 to
CO
tvi
a:
u  o u  tJ u u u u
U C <  I
OD ( I ) - X < <>)
ME t I ) B AL V A 0 
U F {I)=ul 
MU ( I ) = X ( A )
QH { I  ) * X ( 5 )
NT IPfcsS 
1 CP’-iTlVJE 
N s  N f! <J T 3
a : = - 20 .
A 2 * l i j .
NT‘-’Y*1
C A L L  C i j R v E  t  N / T A / C . T  , N T P Y /  A l /  A 2  ) 
N  T R Y  =  2
CALL Ci.JR V E t N ^ 0 & r L T , M T R Y / A1 / A 2 ) 
A 1 =0-0 
A? *. 2 
ijT?Y = l
CALL CURVEC U/CA/OT,UTRYi A1# A 2 1 
NTRY-2
CALL CU»VL(NUCC^LT,m TRY/Al,A2)
c a l l  C u r v e {‘^ c ^^u T jMTR y  ^ai /a sj
c a l l  CURVE CV,C.-|/1-T.NTSY/A1 /A2J 
A 1 = •* 2 • b 
A2= . y 
T Y = 1
CALL C u RVL(\#C')#[jT,NTRY* A1 >A2) 
NTMY=2
CALL CURVE t N’# CP > C T , ’■■ITRY/ A 1 > A2 ) 
NT=’Y = 1 
A 1 = - i  0  0  *
A ?  = A;J •
c a l l  c u r v e (w ^ d T j v t f y /a i ,a 2>
co
-j
o 
n 
n 
n 
o 
n 
o-
n 
n
o
n
 
o
CALL PLeT(U./0./99'3!
STOP 
E N 0
SUBROUTINE KAL,J!A\‘( Xi ZK, QOf?/UliU2# N H M E  )
IMPLICIT P t A L * f. (A,H/P-7.)
t h i s  s u b r o u t i n e  u s f s  t h e  f x t e n d e d  k a l m a n  f i l t f r  t r c a l c u l a t e
ESTIMATES OF M STATE V*J? J a BLES# X ,fiY MEASURING THE NOISY OUTPUT 
OF THE PROCESS. H uT.ESSAFY INPUT i n c l u d e s :
P * = I M t IAL COVARIANCE m a t r i x  
XNs I.n It IAL STATE VECTOR ES t T MA TE 
ok = p,recess M-jIsE COVARIANCE 
FKaNLAGUREMF NT NOTSF COVARl AN'Cf
7 K  = V / ,  T r ,  V f ? : . - S u - P v A T  I O N S  r i F  T ^ j r  P p p C E S S  
N = ‘.U. K~R 5F STATE V a P TABLES ESTIMATED 
’ LI: 'r -R 3F STATE VARIABLE'S MEASURED
OI-’ENSieu /N( 7 )/X(7) »H( 7, 7 ) > F il > 7 ) / 3 ( 7, 7 ) i PR3D1 f7,7)
1 / P R Q D 2 ( 7 / 7 ) , P R j D C ( 7 ,  7 ) > Q * t 7 / 7 ) ,  HTf  7 , 7 ) , F T ( 7 , 7  3 * P K 1 ( 7 / 7 ) , WK( 7 * 7 )  
c/P* (7, 7)/nie-f. < 7, 7) , 7<E ( 7  J # Z< < 7 )
DIMENSION x►< { 7 # 7 )
ERUJ VALENCE ( { j , 11,/N(1>)
Ir C NT I M E ■S T •1J"0 IH 7 '
i 'i “ r-»
M^ = 6 
..MM 1 = 6 
N=l
DO 5 I=1,K 
DO g J=1 j *
R K ( I/J)=C-0 
P* i {Ii J)-0*0 
GK(I>J)=0«D
C
O
N
T
I
N
U
E
PE
AD
(5
,^
^4
)t
?i
-.
 ( 
i,
 
1 
)
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*
oj
ex;
J 7 <e**/ . X
(V •s #-* — S *—
'r rv
a * -=r II *—i • •» £■ *—t U P
w ■ > r~> ■< * n <
v o •s 1—4 «—f II o *—f ■k
/V T—f 1—« t i ii *—•
•k Ll (—• % r ^ •» u *—* -?*.
CX- -1 *— *■> - — f^ <
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*- »■ i ■*— — *—■
ii 7T \ ; 4 - GD
ft Vf n ir\ V II V • LJ
V cl — r~i w (.0 f  ' — O <-+ ' z_ ' J — 4 \f- ’ f Z
t C! • 4" Tl • s i. V I u
o 1 -"s — 'r o j — :C: *> r — —. — ru : Lii
4 - •n 0.' »—» *k «-1 iLl •n r-H Sk < « -sj LC c> o 11j o NsJ 1_. i  . o
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< L J < w <r L J — **. LJ <t ■> ■_’J - r T-i , o It ‘0 O
£ . 1— t i l o j_’ 1- i!.. i— y LlI U o V - >* “k. •\ ■s ■» *—r —11—i
►—< < ' j +-~i ;Y <T rr i—■ . i' Ir .j •—< r-'1 f  s r-' w— —j-•: . ►-*
O a : ’ CT U J ; n a c .■ U : C.) Or GL/ Ol i . Ll • a : w *— fc—4 a ' C j
u . ■- Ll LL Ll
"r£ Ll hL u '• Ll X o u l X Z ' t-h. z . X o  u .
LO n 4 Ll ’ sO OJ T-l
4 - :vj rvj rvt OJ OJ
- 4 4 ex* rvj O i o ; ru
OJ 0 J O J a * OJ
.H
I
cr*
u u  u
J
A
C
C
r
i
l
A
N
 
AT
 
K
/
<
7 F U , U = X ( ? )
F(J,2)*X(1)
F{l/3)*XPf'PV 
Ftl/*HaUl+/(<>)
F ( 1/ b J s'Jc-’^ OFh E V 
F { 1, £> } = X ( '* )
F(?j2)=l*0 
F ( \t 'A ) s 1 . b 
F t i b ) - 1 ■ 0 
F ( S / 5 ) = t - C'
F (6/6) = 1 .U
C
C CALCULATE T^AVSPCiSr -^ F JAC03IAN
C
oe ?. i.i,m 
DS 2 J=i/M 
2 FT(J,I ) = F ( I , J)
r
C SYSTEM EEUATIfKS
C
X\' ( 1 ) =X ( £ ) *X ( i )+X( 3)*XPR£V + X < M *  £-jl+X{6) )+ X (5)*fU? + DPFEV)
x'x (2 ) = x ( ? )
XNi ( 3 ) 3 X ( 3 )
x \ * u ) = x m
X N (5)* X C b >
*S: ( 6 ) = X < M  
XH--A V = X ( 1 )
DP ME V'*X ( h )
C
C PPFOICTlf.M STFD 
C
call ?i ATP I >'>{':'■* MM, 'Ii-iM, F , », PR801 }
CALL MATF I X (r-.j vM/ MsY / F r SDI > FT/ PR902 )
VO
O
n
o
n
 
n 
n 
n
c a l l  ADDCN,Mr--,3RG0?,:j k ,p k i )
c o r r e c t i o n  s t e =>
9 C5MTINUE:
W . U J c X N t l )
De 3 I = 1, N 
09 3 J=1,0 
3 HT(J» I ) = M  I, J)
c a l l  m a t p Ix c ' > im,nj,p < i ,h t ^prstji >
CALL ;iAT*lXC?./v ^i-#?Pf)Dj ,PRCn£)
CALL AD0(\,N,PRe:,?/t?<<,pR')r>3) 
Hy'.»C<itN/,-:)*l •/(PA5.'j3(N/N J )
CALL NAT? l'/A'-j \ r »  j PR0D2/PR!?O3)
K'-'K] = 1
09 A 1=1/0 
a 0 IFF ( I / 1 )=7/A] )-Z<? ( I )
CALL NATF I A £ I", 0 j 1 / »R'jC3* 9 |FF,?R«0? ) 
09 A JO I*1.N
4oo x( r > = x t  u\ )+DFOi;S[i>i)
C ALL Na I x (■■: J v , ' ;S , pR9 0 3 , h , PROO 1 )
09 5 I » 1 , 0  
09 5 J=l,9 
PW,.:D2( I i J)=0*0 ’
IF ( I • E fJ*J)PRCD?( I, J) »1 *G
5 P^'SD Jt I , J ) -r't\002( I , J) -PRHOl ( I> J)
CALL NAT*i> C.t '!M,^--;s^pR'J03/PKi,P)
OUTPUT
A P * Z K t 1 )
6 CONTINUE 
pc'tijR m
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END
SUBROUTINE y ATP I X (I i-M/N/AjB j C)
THIS SuBht1 JTI Nr PERFORMS THc MATRIX MULTIPLICATION A*B TS YIELD 
THE PRODUCT MATRIX C, WHERE A IS L 9Y M, B IS BY N/ AnD C IS L BY 
N •
IMPLICIT REAL*- {A.H,B-Z)
DP'ETSIQN A ( 7 / 7 ) / 3 { 7 W ) / C ( 7 ^ 7 )
DS 1 I = 1 Jf L 
CF? 1 J'«l/N 
C ( I # J ) s 0 * 0 
D3 1 Kal,f:
1 C ( ItJ)=CtI,J)*A(1/K )*B<K.J)
RETURN 
E M
SUBPOUTI NE A D D (M .N , A / C )
THIS SURHPUTIN f ADDS Th e  m BY N M a TRIXf S A AND R Tg YIELD THEIR 
M DY N SUM/ C*
IMPLICIT HEAL * A (A,H/5-Z)
DIMENSION A (It 7) j D (7/7)*Cf 7,7)
U? 1 1 = 1,v 
DO 1 J=1,N 
1 C C 1/J 1 - A (I,J J + " tIij)
RE TURN 
END
FJVCT I r:M E M  N ( VSt’ED/ XMlJ/ BRTX )
C RANDS* NUMBER NENEBATgN--NgR'-< aL DISTRIBUTION 
SU"=U.
Xv A X = 1 • 0 
X M IN = 0 * 0
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CALL P l BT(1?*C/0.0#-3)
CALL PLOT(0»C*--0*3)
CALL AXIS(0.*C,/1H ,-l,8.0*Q**TM(Nl )/TIM (N2) ) 
CALL AXIS t ,0.* lw *+l*5-0r9U.Q*Hr^{M),TE:^(^2) ) 
CALL p L 5 T ( C » 0 f - • 0 * '<)
call plot {k.g/5 .■';*?)
CALL PL0T(.h*L*0»O/P)
CALL PL9T<r'»C*0.0,-3)
2 CA‘lL P l OT(0.#0./?)
CALL FLr,‘U T r /,TL"'i*N* 1*0,0)
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APPENDIX C
KALMAN FILTER PROGRAM FOR IDENTIFICATION OF FIRST- OR SECOND-ORDER
MODEL OF A HEAT EXCHANGER
KALMAN FILTER PARAMETER VALUES
S 0 / - 1
0 
1.0 
.2 
1.0
.18
-.03
^0/-l
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1
*0.1 0 0 0 0 0 '
0 0.1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0.1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0.1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0.1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1.0
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THIS PR0GRAX STvULAtfS the 0PF.PATI&N BP a HPAT EXCHaNGfR and utilizes thf 
EXTENDED KALIAN FiLtfR FOR MBOEL IPENTIFICATI3N• THE ?'AINI PROGRAM 
INITIALIZES Tr-E F’HYr.TCAL CHARACTERISTICS OP THE EXCHANGER AND THE 
PROPERTIES be T-iE S-ELL-SinE STEA-1 A\iD TUHE-SIPE FLUID.
IMPLICIT REAL *5 ( A - h / :J" Z )
REAL*'*
D I NF.NS I fiM A t ?U / ?0 ) , - ( 20, ?_Q ) , T ( P.O > / D < 3 )
DIMENSION XD U ’i ( EOF ) , UTU'-i ( S02 )
C0'-*IDN A/v/T
c b m m b n  4K32 p /Rl v ,t p ,T3o >s e t p t ,V/n e /Nt k y ,h t i 'if
CBVVP--J XD'JM / UNU '/O' iH* Kl K, v OIH
TO = TUbE SIDE "LUlP IM.ET TpHPEKATURE
tgo = shell si or stfah initial teoperaturf 
RLV*FLUID vr LHC I TY/f XCHaNGfR irr/jTH
PEACfbilOEJN
REA:) ( bi 1 ON ) RLV / AK21 1 > A'<?.*.?t AKb?2 
R E A 0 ( b j IQS) TL/TS3 
!r.fR I TE ( 6 / 10F)\
LRI TEI 6» lUUJRLV, Ar.Pl 1 / A ^ 2 A K 3 P 2  
■/.'RITE <6/103)1';* ISO 
CALL SETUP
p(n*i*r<?
P(R)=A.u9 
CALL PktiCUP)
100 FCRNATl6X/F7.3/1X*Fh .ht4*,F6.A,Ax,F6.A )
1 02 FfjR^AT(OX, IE)
103 EUR 'AT(*>X,rA.O/*X,rA. J)
CALL PLOT (O-iC*., 999)
5 73 p
END
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suBRbUTi;.'E e p o c h s
TMIS SURRBjrp.p CASCUU a Tf s THf INITIAL FLUID AMD WALL TpMPrRATURE 
PROFILES A\0 lulTl ATE'S THF I MTEUR a T ISM.
IMPLICIT K E A L * c CA-H/G-7. )
R C a l *^ XDUUpjD’lM
UIMENSISM T(2U),F(p) ,A{20,SO J / M P O '  ?0)
D H E N S I  CM XCUM(2 0 F W J G U M (p Q 2 )
COMMON1 A / B > T
CfiMMjN A-fe?ll / A.;212, A<3P2,RLV#TB / TS^, S c TPT/Nj ME, NTRY; NT I ME 
COMMON XDUP/LD.jMi <DU-!/-<LK,\0'JM
SU ■ = j *u
CALCULATE INITIAL -LJlD AMO WALL TEMPERATURES 
FOR TUBE SIDE c’LlJlu
SS<1 = M*( AK3! 2+4*32?)/(HLV*AK2l 1*A<3?2)
T(l)=TU/{I.+t./SS<1)+TpQ/{1.+SS<1) 
r;g 71 I=2/N
T( I )-T(1-1)/(l. + l«/S3Kl)+TS9/{1 •+SS<1 }
71 CONTINUE
INITIAL SETPo Im T 
SETPT=T(M)
NT=N+1
NE=2*N
FOP TUBE WALL 
DO 72 IbMT/NE ■
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T 11 ) = T ( I -N ) / \i .+A<^H/A'<?1 2)+TS0/( 1 *+AK2i2/AK3E2)
72 CONTINUE 
NEO <='■;£
NSIZE-NE
NPTS s NUKSER OF INTEGRATION ST f PS 
RF.\C(5,70>NPT3
70 F9»MAT(I4)
CALL INTS ( NECv MSI 7s > NPTS,P )
RETURN
eni;
SUPROUT IvE I NT G (ME C ,NSIZ E ,NPT S,P )
THIS SUBRBUTINr US f S A FO1jRTH-BKUrIT RU n GE-KUTTA INTEGRATION T0 
OBTAIN T h F CL0SEO-I OOP TIME RE-GPOn Sf OP THE HEAT e x c h a n g e r *
IMPLICIT REAL*-: (A-M,e-Z)
KEAL*8 OfXFSLLC'G
r e a l *a- P:.p»v, xv,j/ SDt # X«F*C, URECi STEF* C 
CO"'MJN A/P/X
COMMON D’.JMi ,,,'J i2,D.jH3/F:LV, TO/TSO>SETPT,N/NE,NTRY*HjI ME 
C O ^ O N  XREC/ LREC t < T I TE^ KL«■ / N01J: !
DEFINITION'S r
•■PC = MU-'Hr-R Or FOUATIONS Tn Br s o l v e d
NSI7t- = EI7P SPEC tF iCATITn FOR ARRAYS -* M'JST BE GREATER THAN BR 
EGUAL TO NEC
NPTS = OF POINTS TO BE STORED FO? EACH Of THE STATE V ARI At3!_
;.»T = In Te G-j aTIh N s t e p  s i z e
A; \+, Li W  XD-iT = ELFHfNTS OF THE MATRIX EQUATION XDST * A*X+ B*J 
NU P S E T - - 0 - - C O' N C T A N T FLoW RATE
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C HeDCON*C--Pl CONTROLLER
=l-’M OD-L CONTROL a l g o r i t h m
£
READ ( 5,501 ) NUHOEH, OAOCON 
WIC I T E (6, 505 ) NOr-DER > M 0 DCGN 
yx 1 1 )=o.u
Y X ( 2 ) s 0 * ■)
GH TO { 1002, IC03) , -..ORDER
1002 YX(GJ = 1.:J 
YX(A)=Q.O 
GO T'J 100 A
1003 Y X (3)= 0•0
Y X ( A ) = i • L 
IOCh CONTINUE
Y X ( 5 ) * 0 • 0
Y X ( 6 J = 0 • - 
DP-'F V1*Y< (6)
DP0EV2=DPREV1
ALAf-i JAsT I VE CS\!STA\‘T CF F T RST-OROpR S E T P M N T  RESP9NS 
RE a D(5, 1111 J A U T J A
W R I T E ( 6 / i l l t )A l A W D a 
1111 FOR M A T (1X/F1C*A)
\’UPSET=1--STF ChA'iGE TN FL0W FATf 
K'iPSETsl--;iTE:u CwA ;0E IN INLET FL'jlD TrMPERATURF 
READ C5/SOI >\La GET/<U?Sf;T,*CHAvG,\irlT
GUI FORMAT! II# 2X, I \t 2X, M ,  P.X, T1 )
WR I TE t 6#b O b )NLPSET,XJPSET,KCHANG#NFIT 
SO S F 0 A T  U.K./ 111 Ex / 11 , 2X,T A, ?X, 11 )
DO 20cf N T s 1j NT=>
IF (NU^SET • ?':F. • 1 . 3 * •  -T • NET • KCHANG ) riH Tg 5 0 3  
RLV=-9*RLV 
CALL SETJP
?03 c o n t i n u e
M T T = ’ J T - 1 
Df? 97 1 = 1/NFC 
XOGT (I ) =.;• 0 
09 97 J=1/V:C'J 
S Tr) £ £ = A { I / J)
TF.''P ( J ) = < ( J J 
L c 1
IF {j , Frj. 1. ALL• I .f 9. 1 ) U=Tf?
IF (J-EQ. 1 'AM.;. 1 .fT. 1 * A;.jO . v T . G F - 1 2 O O ) U » T 0  + 1O. 
I f ( J »E C • 1 * A U C • T * F 9 . 1- ANO.NT. UE-lf tO yjU^TB + S*
I *=■ < J-NE*F*Oc- * I .NE'---N)Gi> T9 110 
IF ( M T * E C • 1 )St.T3T*1 A.C •
IF(NT'EC«'t9n)SrTPTs3fjO.
IF < NT • EG • ftCG) St TPT * H O .
FF^DK = 3ETPT-x (n:J 
IF (NT.j T. 1 )j ,’I TO 401
C
C INITIAL VALUES F(;F h g n t p o l .Le p
c 
c
SAUPLT = CENTF-j Li_E:E SAMPLING T I !>E 
C ( =Dj FOF CC’NT T N JOLJS C.GMTFOLLf F )
SA-'PLT = ?.0
c
XI = X ( N )
NCi;IEC = SA'JPLT/OT+ -Onl 
NSAMPL*-’ -CHEC + ?
N S A N P L * - H  ^
FF'?0^1=EOFjP
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IMPLICIT REAL* a (A-H/S-Z) 
D I ME N S I O N  A ( A /  A)  , 3  f fy» t  ) / C f  ft / 6 )  
DP 1 I=1/L 
Dp 1 J = l,\
C ( I /  U 3 s  0  • 0
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i c ( i , j ) = c ( i / j >+afi/<)*e(K,j)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE ADD{ M,N, A/B,C)
THIS SuE^fiLiTIN'r ADOS THE M BY N MATRIXES A AND B TO YIELD THEIR 
f1 B Y  N  C  •
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RETURN
END
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CALL A X ] S { U »y C » / itJ. , + 1, ‘t.z,30»0* TEN (Ml )jTEM(MB) )
2
13
CALL F L 8 T f 0« C / a ■ ?■ * ^  )
CALL Pl (?T(7.*/A..A,:>) 
CALL PL6T(7. a »0*0#P)
CALL P l B T ( tj.Cj ".G/-3)
2 CALL PLPT l u . , 0 w 3 )
CALL FL I' ■ L ( T I , TLv* # N , 1 j 0, 0 )
RETURN
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